
I. INTRODUCTION

Laxmi Prasad Devkota is the poet laureate of Nepal.He is knowm as “Mahakavi”. He

has created the notable texts Munamadan, Sakuntala, and Sulochana in verse form.

He has also contributed for the fictional genre in Nepalese literature. In his short

stories, he depicts the social, cultural, historical, economic, familiar and psychological

conditions of people. His short stories are inclusive to the excluded, margimalized

groups of people from the mainstream. The excluded groups from mainstream; their

pains, suffering, hope, despair, happiness are presented on these stories. The people,

especially women are excluded more vulnerably. They bear different problems from

all sectors of society. Devkota’s short stories offer enough space to the females. On

these stories, they strive to overcome the life of misery, for it they even turn to be

rebellion.

Laxmi Katha Sangrah is an anthology of thirteen short stories. And among the

stories, only the three are selected for the critical analysis in this study.  Basically,

women are severe victimized; they are subaltern. And the subaltern characters are

made aware of their existence by Devkota. Different from the conventional, repeated

tragic, upset role, women are influenced by the free human independent, democratic

identity. They are alienating themselves from the patrimonial secure future to the

uncertain problem of life. They do so to regard the act of self respectation.  Para,

Bijuli, Shishili are the audacious females in the stories who challenge the patriarchal

legacy.

Devkota deals with the domestic life of females. Their inner feelings,

problems, aggression and the hatred towards the patriarchy are revealed when they

realize about its evil activities. In the story, “Shishili Afno Bihe Anphai Garchhin"
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and "Vyaktitwa", he subverts the typical role of women as passive, victimized, fragile

and emotional. Instead of such weak presentation, he makes the female characters

gallant to change the stereotypical representation. They are awaken with the sense of

existence. They see it necessary for the self respectation and to find out the right way.

Women of Devkota’s time depicted into the stories endured the very pathetic life.

They were deprived of social, cultural, religious, historical, economic consciousness

and rights. Women were thought as the property of their parents or guardians. All the

rights of their life used to be authorized on their male guardian or husband. They were

compelled to do what their male guardians allow them. Marriage was the interest of

their parents and parents used to see the welfare of their daughter into the property

rather than the life friend. So, a very young lady had to be compelled to marry with

the old man eventhough he might be quite unable to the lady. The lady had to accept

the decision what her parents do. If she tries to revolt against it, she had to be the

subject of derogation. So, by the fear of social denouncing, she used to never expose

her rejection against the patriarchal orthodox. It was the situation of women in his

time which is lingered up to now in the society.

Patriarchal system has always placed women inferior as second grade human

beings. The patriarchal texts have played the major role to create the submissive

position of women which is lingered from history. From the creation of religious texts

upto now, females are depicted according to the desire and intention of the males.

They are given the role of both positive and negative. But both of the roles contribute

to create and sustain the passive, subordinate, inferior position or image of females.

Same kind of typical and traditional roles are given to the women by Devkota in his

short fictions. But the protagonists of the stories learn the lesson from their traditional

roles. They raise their voice, consciousness at last of the stories. Other female
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characters faithfully serve the patriarchal elitist intention of males. They contribute to

the obscure male intention of domination. Shishili’s mother and even the protagonist

Marsyangdi at the beginning of the stories are of submissive characteristics in male

centric social system. They vigorously are against the women welfare and assist

patriarchy. Against such blindness, beliefs and firm involvement to patriarchy by the

women with typical role are put to criticize. They are challenged by the protagonists

of the stories selected in this study. They are in the modern way of social justice and

equality.

Devkota provides the place to those female characters who are at least double

discriminated, double marginalized by the socio-cultural convention. Marsyangdi as

an excluded female from the society by the status of a slave, sensual, female, lower

caste, and poor is presented as the protagonist of the story “Marsyangdi”. All the

events of the stories surround and centralize with the sadness, happiness, miseries,

suffering of the life of Marsyangdi. Marsyangdi is in her typical, conventional role of

a slave and an oppressed female. But through the voice of Marsyandi, Devkota

glorifies the personal freedom, consciousness and awareness against the evil of

patriarchal elite system.

Devkota seems to be dissatisfied with the hierarchy system, discrimination

in the society and its people. He, like a philanthropist always evokes his ideas in

favor of humanity. He harshly criticizes the inhuman way of society and

maltreatment to the women from subaltern group. Their identity is only as servant,

slave, poor, and lower class. Such identity is spread as hegemonized knowledge

among the so called lower class people. So, they also have internalized the

knowledge of hierarchy. Devkota has problems on it.
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Devkota’s stories, raising consciousness on the subaltern group (women)

about their self respective existence, are ground breaking works on the contemporary

society. He attends to awake females from their severe condition to their own free and

respective personality in the selected stories.

Women are the source of creation, happiness and satisfaction. They are

foundation of beauty and the reflection of nature. They are the complementary to

male. They are the instructor, rarer, to the male and society. Without them male can

complete nothing. But through the patriarchal hegemonized knowledge of inferiority,

they are hegemonic to accept the authority and discrimination quietly. Devkota

opposite of it; dissects the reason and brings forth the social dominating activities as

evil.He strikes the long rooted social concept that females are not able to do what the

males can do in society. He makes the characters conscious against the assumption

that females are born to serve the males and the elders of society. He insists on the

human rights of females for freedom and independent decision in life.

The female remains bound as purchased slave. Hindu patrilineal system which

is the major prevalent system in Nepal entails an ambiguous position of female. The

female is Devi (goddess) who internalizes the Hindu patriarchal system, who regards

and serves her husband, her elders, who is courteous. But who seeks the space for her

own wills and longings, who respects freedom, is counted as evil, witch and demon.

Those concepts spread by religious texts, believes and dominating practices of males

in society, have established the knowledge of inferiority in females. The females

easily accept their pathetic position which is reversed by Devkota’s female characters

in the selected stories.

The tortured lives to females are the result of male dominating intention. In

Nepalese society, women are taught to be the image of passive, repressed and
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oppressed. Especially, the subaltern women are never thought in the superior position.

They vigorously contribute to the society and nation but they are pushed from the

comfort of life, they are taught to serve the social high class, caste and Brahmin.

Human equality for them is neglected. The subaltern females are sold, bought and

raped, their labour is exploited. Their mental magnanimity is congested by the

suppression, oppression and exploitation. They are always deprived of the happiness

in life. Devkota encourages these females to analyze and grab the sweet delicious

fruit of their devotion.

Devkota in his stories reveals the fact about ignorance of right knowledge

by woman themselves. He insists on the females should improve themselves at

first to change the society. They have to learn uplift them. In his time, only few of

women were being conscious. But the awareness was increasing because of socio-

political scenario.

Devkota’s revolutionary ideas alter the typical image of females, are reflected

into the stories. These stories are influenced by the revolutionary political, social, and

economic situation of the time and stirring the consciousness of people. His ideas add

the ghee to the fire of consciousness.

Devkota mocks upon the convention of society that the good women reverent

patriarchal norms and values where as bad women rebel against it. Devkota gives the

place to the bad women as Bijuli, Shishili. They release themselves from male,

hegemonial power and ignore the patriarchal boundaries. They explain the society as

obstacle in the way of humanity and reject the orthodox. The violation against the life

of females are tried to treat for their self autonomy. Such representation of females as

courageous figure in the stories is the Devkota’s way of making them powerful to get

equal opportunities and equal place in society. Obviously, the condition of female
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characters in Devkota's three short stories "Shishili Afno Bihe Anphai Garchhin",

"Vyaktitwa" and" Marsyangdi" have been analyzed through the eyes of feminism.

Feminism dissects the situation of females in patriarchal system tries to

subvert the passive image of women and reveals females' positive potentialities into

the society. They claim females are not of naturally but males have made them

submissive. But the feminists try to blur the patriarchal hierarchy. They endeavour to

prove the females as autonomous human beings with the equal capabilities. It refuses

the culture of male chauvinism and the interpretation of cultural arrangements, rituals,

and textual meanings by male. Feminists struggle to redefine them with the biasless

perspectives. It is the collective effort to strive against double discrimination and

exploitation. Gyatri Chakravorty Spivak focuses on the representation of the voice by

subaltern women themselves. From the history, they are repressed by their political

proxy. The proxy represents only his/her ideas by the name of collective

representation. No one can truly represent the real pain, problem and the voice of

subaltern women which Spivak emphasizes on. In the stories, Devkota has done same

as Spivak that subaltern should raise their voice themselves.

Devkota presents the congested, anxious situation of Nepalese women

centered in Kathmandu of his time. Devkota’s stories simply trace out the basic

tradition of the social, psychological, economic, cultural realism and domination

happening with females. He has served the ignored subject matter about the female

predicaments in his short stories. He challenges the sustainability of the patriarchal

orthodox. It is imposing the male dominating intention upon women in the name of

civilization. Devkota instead of emphasizing, supporting the patrimonial violation

upon women, shows their situation from a new way where he sees the necessity of
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change in attitudes of people and society.  However, he reflects the condition of

women prohibited to practice their existential autonomy which is to analyze.

The first chapter is the introduction of the work that I have done. It has

introduced the issue raised in third chapter of this work. The following second

chapter discusses the feminism as a tool to analyze the representation of female

characters in three stories of Devkota collected in Laxmi Katha Sangrah and

third chapter has got output of analyzing it, focuses on the different female

characters represented on these stories. The female characters with the typical role

assist the male-intention. They hinder the women welfare but the protagonist females

are in the way of independence. They set out to find there own existence.
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II. FEMINISM

Feminism is a social movement, theoretical discourse that concerns the issue of

suppression, oppression of females in patriarchy. It aims to glorify the female

potentialities. It awakes people for females’ existence equal to males in the patriarchal

society. Feminism endeavors to probe the situation of representation by females in

society, culture and art. The feminists try to dismantle the patriarchal hierarchy,reject

the interpretation in which they are inferiorized by male phellocentric ideology. It

tries to define women as autonomous human beings, by redefining female activities,

goals from its perspective. It refuses to assent the culture of masculine chauvinism,

superiority that reduces woman to sex object and submissive “Other”. Basically after

1960’s there was chance to quest for the human rights in favor of females, which

emerged as feminism eventhough the voices against male injustice were already

raised. Mary Wollstonecraft, Virginia Wolf, Simone de Beauvoir, Julia Kristeva,

Elaine Showalter, Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar are the precursor figures in

feminism. Similarly, Kate Millet, Aderienne Rich, Margaret Homan, Helen Cixous,

Valerie Bryson are the leading figures of twentieth century feminism.

Feminism is a political theory, a perspective and a practice for the break of

social bondage of patriarchy. It focuses on the marginalization, silencing of females in

male-centric culture, and society. It demands the political, cultural, spiritual,

economic and legal equalities, freedom or place to the marginalized group. It seeks to

alter the male-constructed stereotype of woman as weak, fragile, docile, emotional,

passive and dependent. Feminism tries to prove those patriarchic characteristics

provided to women are the diplomatic strategies of males. Opposite to it, having pride
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in their femaleness, feminists forward their writing as weapon for the revolution to get

equality, rights and the emancipation.

The feminist theory sheds light on the hidden ideology of male prevalent in

social, cultural norms and values. They declare the male assumptions about male-

female relationship and female strength. So called truth about women are the

production of male-centered ideology from antique period. The present situation of

women is constructed by binary opposition. The assumptions about women are based

on the interpretation of poles: negative and positive, fragile forms to the females.

Feminism is strongly against the domination, hierarchy, marginalization of women

from the existing social structure in terms of gender. It explicates that biologically,

naturally, there is no such vast negative and positive differences in sexes. It questions

such long socio-cultural arrangement of society.

At present time feminism has been appeared as more essential and fruitful

movement. There is vast difference in the situation of women between past and

present. It is defined by different intellectuals in their own way. Regarding the term

feminism, Cambridge Encyclopedia defines it as: “a socio-political movement whose

objective is equality of rights, status and power for men and women” (Crystle 438).

Feminision is the demand of newness in socity. It aims to get equal rights, position

and power for females with males. It is the result of socio–political consciosness in

females against biasness and oppression of patriarchy. For the emergence of literary

feminism we never forget those predecessors of it. From the millenniums females are

being suppressed by males, they are tortured to live, compelled to live the hellish life

by the males. They are wondered.  The world had to wait Marry Wollstonecraft to

upraise the voice against patriarchy. Likewise, Virginia Woolf, Simone de Beauvoir,
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Julia Kristeva, Elaine Showalter, Gilbert and Gubar can never be forgotten in the field

of literary feminism and female rights.

Now, the development of feminist thought has taken different modes. It has

many orientations. Feminists have given the definition of the feminism and feminists

with their own perspectives. For Toril Moi, feminisim and feminist contribute to the

women’s awareness for equality and freedom. Women are conscious of their

existence and rights which results into new women’s movement. Moi defines: “The

word feminist or feminism are political level indicating support for the aims of new

women’s movement” (204). For her feminism or its pious are related with the political

intention, the activities are in journey to get gender equality making women aware for

progress. In her word, feminists or feminism are symbolic agents for the glorification

of femaleness which will rise soon in the world. Feminisim and feminists work to

achieve its aim.

Feminism turns itself into different directions concerned with the issue of

women. Some feminists have simply rejected the male-centric notion of society but

some are very aggressive towards the males. Some of the feminists seek the double

discriminations happening with black females. Some find the discrimination in third

world females. The feminists are categorized differently but concern with the single

group who are women of the world. As a whole, feminism has been directed towards

the issues of women of different race, age and place of the world. It is named

differently as western feminism, Marxist feminism, radical feminism, black feminism

and third world feminism. The names are based on the works and the issue of women

in different position, places of the world.

The radical feminists unlike the liberal feminists and Marxist feminists attack

the male-centric social structure and cultural values furiously, they categorize male
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into the enemy. Marxist feminists interest to find out the discrimination over females

because of economic power. They criticize the labour, exploitation, economic

discrimination, suppression and oppression of females in class system of bourgeois

society. Likewise, the third world feminism and feminists raise the voice against

suppression, oppression, exploitation and domination over third world females. They

revolt to get the equality and freedom for third world females. Similarly, black

feminists speak for the rights of black females. However the writings in feminism are

various. Their theories are of different nature. In spite of their diverse nature of

theories, their writings in any way relate to the problems of marginalized group, they

are females.

Feminism has passed the light in every sectors of society where women are

separated from the rights of human beings. They are inferior in cultural, historical,

political, educational and psychological aspects. All the aspects of society are

examined as representation of male-centric biased forts. But feministic feelings

appear as spy, reveal the mystery of patriarchy and make feminism, females bold.

Posing her view on this movement, Sheila Ruth says: “A conceptualization of the

women’s movement that stakes me as more helpful, more constructive is simply that

of women moving toward greater strength and freedom both in their awareness and in

the socio-political position” (444).Women’s movement appears as the energy

providing capsule to the females both psychologically and socially. It makes women

awaken against it. The main target of feminism is to change or to revolt against the

misrepresentation, misconception. It is against the image created by the male which

Sheila Ruth tries to explain it.

Feminism is concerned with marginalization of all women that means; with

their beings are put into a secondary class in male-oriented hierarchic society.
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Feminists and feminiisim reject the superiority and inferiority of sexes. They cliam

that naturally both the sexes are equal but socially males have created female sex

inferior; putting the same views on feminism, Cheris Kramorus and Paula A Treichler

in Feminist Dictionary defined the movement as:

A movement seeking the organization of the world open a base of sex

equality in all human relation; a movement which would reject every

differentiation between individuals upon the ground of sex, and sex

burdens and would strive humanity of woman and man as the

foundation of law and custom. (50)

It has taken feminism as a movement representing the blurring of hierarchy. It

assumes the world of equality not the privilege of a sex but world of privileged human

values. Males using all the strategies enforce their political ideology upon females.

They have created their superiority by the violence upon females. They, by the use of

force show themselves higher than females. It is not true naturally but only the output

of male savageness. Trying to make it explicit, Kate Millet in her Sexual Politics puts

the ideas:

We are not accustomed to associate patriarchy with force. So perfect is

its system of socialization. So complete the general assent to its values,

so long and so universally has it prevailed in human society that it

scarcely seems to require violent implementation. (Qtd. in Bryson’s

Feminist Political Theory 217)

Women are compressed in society to keep the male superiority by the use of power.

Males have ranked themselves superior but generally no one ignores the violation to

keep male supremacy. She recalls it in feminism that should not indifferent the

violence. The developing feminist movement endeavors to alter the prevailing
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stereotypical images, misconceptions about women that they are relatively weak,

passive, irrational, passionate, and dependent. Feminism seeks to gain greater freedom

in all aspects of social life. Feminists want socio-cultural, economical, psychological,

political independence, feminism by the expression of their feelings and experiences

aims to create the real image.

Mary Wollstonecraft sees the exploitation begins from education system in

western society. She criticizes the western education system that has managed the

discriminating nature of education curriculum for females. It is the implication of

male diplomatic strategy to inferiorize women psychology through hegemony

establishing such lower image on their mind. The western education system what she

criticizes the emotional novel, serious subject matter, serious role to the dominated

character of heroine make the females submissive, emotional and obedient. She in her

A Vindication of the Rights of Woman analyzes the biased education as:

“Another instance of that feminine weakness of character, often produced by a

confined education is a romantic twist of the mind which has been very properly

termed sentimental” (H. Adams 398).The sentimental character embodied by heroine

inspires female readers to acquire sentimentality. It is the strategy of men to turn

women sensuous to make obedient of patriarchal norms and values. Mary

Wollstonecraft sees problem rooted in such education system.

Likewise, Virginia Woolf in A Room of one’s own seeks a separate space for

women writers to express their feelings, experiences. She further says the emotion

experiences, feelings on pain, agony, suppression and exploitation cannot be

expressed by male even females in lack of proper chance can not bring it out. Woolf

disagrees the depiction of female literature and Female characters by males and

focuses on the area separated to females. She has explored the congested situation of
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female writers whose creations had to struggle the vast universe. So, she questions

how a woman can create fresh, fine literature in such restricted area and at the

position with limitation of her emotion. She posits her views as, “What one could

expect to find would be that rather later perhaps same great lady would like take

advantage of her comparative freedom and comfort to publish something with her

name to it and risk being thought a monster” (H. Adams 818).Woolf has illustrated

the confined position of earlier women writers who were quitely banned to write or

publish in her own name and prestige. If any woman writer tried to write or expressed

her; she had to be denounced with the prestige of monster. Females were much

prohibited for the expression. She continues:

And so since no woman of sense and modesty could write books,

Dorothy, who was sensitive and melancholy, the very opposite to the

Duchess in temper wrote nothing. A woman might write letters while she

was sitting by her father’s sick bed. She could write them by the fire

whilst the men talked without disturbing them. The strange thing I

thought turning over the pages of Dorothy’s letters, what a gift that

untaught and solitary girl had for the framing of a sentence, for the

fashioning of a scene. (H. Adams 820)

It explicates how the women writers were restricted even now in the patriarchal

society. They are forced to keep silence. They are prohibited to contemplate freely. In

male-centric society, females are kept as domestic animals within the boundaries by

fathers, brothers or husband. The contribution in the rising of feministic thought by

Germaine Necker De Stael can not be forgotten. She had to live the history of exile

during the revolution against the tyrannical rule of Napoleon Bonaparte. She, the bold
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lady helped to clear the way for the rights, equality, and freedom in the history of

women.

The leader of existential feminism, Simone De Beauvoir has established the

principle of feminism in her own way. In her The Second Sex, we find her arguments

that the female self is interpreted by male authors as she insists, “The cultural

identification of women merely the negative object, or other men as the defining of

and dominating self who is assumed to present limits in general” ( H. Adams 995 ).

Women are defined by men with the help of classification between human beings.

Women are second subject; they are for male authors always embodied negative

attribution to the females. For her, to define as dominant secondary creature, create

the myth, expose existentialist nature of relationship between feminity and

masculinity is bad. He has become the subject or self and she is the object or Other.

She claims:

But if she declines this role, she is seen forth with as a praying mantis,

and ogress. In any case she appears as the privileged other, through

home the subject fulfils himself: one of the measures of man, his counter

balance, his salvation, his adventures, his happiness. (H. Adams 994)

According to her, our language conditions us to speak of mankind instead of human

kind and to us the masculine pronounce ‘He’ represents both men and women.

Intentionally ‘he’ is forwarded which can explain ‘she’ in the direction what he wants.

Beauvoir explains that myths on female are stepwise established, spread by men as

‘Other self’. They show women different from them by the myth. Man privileges ‘he’

with the positive but to balance his constructed positivity, he made female stood as

the counterpart of him as ‘She’ or ‘Other’.
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Elaine Showalter in the course of feminist theory claims for the separate space

in literature and literary criticism. The areas should occupy by female themselves as

both readers and writers for the expression about women. Females only have the

capacity to write and read women. She assumes the space is beyond from the reach of

females. They have their own body language, capacity to behave, think about

themselves. She invites women as reader for feminist reading of the texts to

comprehend the images and stereotypes of women literature, for the understanding of

real representation.

The history and its activists, for her, are created by males. Females are stood

as the male desired them to stand. This representation is falsified, misleading. It only

forwards male dominating objective. The real experiences are hindered. They are

restricted to a corner and at the centre of the criticism male chauvinist ideology plays

role which is biased and deserves to forbid.

In the same way, Julia Kristeva in her essay, “From One Identity to Another”

examines the situation of women, depression, frustration with what they are forced to

be suffered for the lack of language. Kristeva’s rejection of the Freudian notion that

during formation of self, identity, daughter starts to hate her mother and love father

but she thereby asserts with her mother instead of hatred, she loves her mother very

much because of the same problem of language and patriarchal social structure. She

has to face the social exploitation as her mother enduring it then friendship, love

grows between them. She becomes envy of her father who does not provide any place

for her. She finds all the area covered by her father and brother.

Next psychoanalytic feminist Helen Cixous in her ‘The Laugh of Medusa’

keeps views, “When the repressed of the culture and their society returns, it is an

explosive, utterly deconstructive, staggering return with a force never yet unleashed”
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(9). For Cixous, women’s writing is the result of struggles against male orthodox. Females

are the victim of patriarchy from a long prriod. Now, they rise against male restraint, coercion

and authority.Female sufferings are returned in the writings which Cixous points out. The

repressed psyche is burst out into the feminism as burning flame against male domination and

ecploitation. It is the revolutionary force.

Likewise, we find different perspectives by different person’s contribution for

the development of feminism, and feministic theory. Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar,

Adrianne Rich, Margaret Homan, Nancy Chodorow, Margaret Fuller, Lucy Irigary

and other who devoted the ideas on the behalf of women’s equal rights to male. They

have analyzed the female situation and patriarachal socio-cultural mechanisms from

females’ views. They have found out the obscure male intention and are raised to

struggle against it.

Issue of Representation and Feminism

Western feminism, from its initiation revolts for the congested, stereotypical

representation of females in texts. Not biologically but culturally, socially men have

constructed the socalled truth about women. And the men oriented, established

inferiorizing concept has been ruling the women. The feminists explored the root of

patriarchal domination and wrote against it. They found the root of exploitation is

imposed from the prehistoric period and there are social and cultural mechanisms help

to inceasant the patriarchal exploitation. They claim the patriarchal texts from pre-

historic period have depicted women as weak, passive, submissive, dependent human

beings with negative aspects. Western feminism accuses western patriarchal canons of

literature have been excluding female through a long course of history. But western
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feminism itself is accused of universalizing the female problems, ignoring the

marginalized subaltern suppressed female groups and their predicaments.

Western feminism insists on history. It is entirely male-centric and women are

excluded from it. The males have made women absent from it. Females are

encouraged to accept (choose) inferiority and male exploitation with the medicine of

silence. No place positively is empty to the great deeds of females. Females are found

in the language of history but it is created by men for men. Sandra Gilbert and Susan

Gubar in the Madwoman in the Attic (1979) focus on the suppressed figure. They

have generalized the women confined into corner of history. They see it necessary to

analyze such pathetic history of women. Different form the feminists who find out

problems in gender discrimination. Valerie Bryson focuses on the feminism should be

inclusive. She points out in it’s broadness of concerning to the whold issues of

women. Females are suppressed not only because of gender discrimination but there

are other socio-cultural mechanisms, exploiting women. Bryson says:

While quiet clearly women must be the starting point for feminist

theory this must also recognize that gender division is not the only

significant source of social inequality and that for many women race

and class may be more important. (266)

She suggests about the repeated focus of the feminists is only on gender

discrimination. It is not sufficient to excavate the harms in society but the women

of different race, class may have their own problems. Feminism should not

exclude them.The females of different age, race, class, religion and spheres have their

own culture and social problem that only the discourse on gender biasness cannot define.

She emphasizes to glance and analyze the women from all parts and sectors of the world.
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Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, a neo-marxist and post colonial critic,

challenges the legacy of colonialism on the way we read and think about culture and

literature. She has quite unsatisfactory ideas about the western claim of being

unbiased and divisionless. She challenges these theoretical discourses, critics and

theories, for they are lingering in the tradition of colonialism. Spivak exposes how the

world represents the dominant perspective of the first world. She insists us first to

unlearn the privileged system of western knowledge that has indirectly served interest

of colonialism and neo-colonialism. She has invested the ideas how all those

theoretical discourses have excluded, marginalized the subaltern group of third world

women. She searches the place given to those subaltern women who have great

contribution to the history.

The Bible declared women as half man. Eve who was made born out of

Adam's rib represents as unfaithful, revolutionary and close to the evil is the figure

created in Bible. Religious texts seem as the source of domination. Not only Bible,

almost Hindu and Muslim religious texts have played most important role to regulate

the patriarchal power upon females. Likewise, all almost of the non-religious texts

have also repeated the male dominating ideology. Feminism has long been aware that

the roles of women are imposed by men-centric culture over females.

The representation of females from ancient texts is clearly as lower as the texts

of present impose dominating ideas on them. The tradition of depicting negative

image: “Man who trusts womankind trusts deceivers" (qtd in Ruth, 158-Hesiod) from

ancient is lingering to the present time. Likewise Aristotle says, "The female by virtue

of a certain lack of qualities” (qtd. in Ruth-109). The present dominated women’s

situation is the result of a long course history. The history is written and interpreted by
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males in their fabvour. It helps males to supress females. They have imposed the

knowledge of inferirority upon females.

Feminism is also vigorously criticized by Spivak for excluding the issues of

non-western women. The western feminists have interpreted the non-western issues

from their own views with biased intention. Their act has tried to keep the non-

western marginalized groups silent forever. They appear as speaking on behalf of the

all women in the world but their own exploiting ideas are forwarded hideously. So, in

against of their cool ideological representation through published materials, Spivak

challenges the gender blindness of earlier post-colonial theories from a feminist

standpoint.

Spivak criticizes western representation. We understand it from the example

of ‘Sati’ ritual is named by the westerners as barbaric practice during colonial period

to justify their colonization. She argues the interpretation of ‘Sati’ rituals as ‘barbaric’

is the westerners’ biased perspective which is lingered in feminism. She adds, their

false representation repeats the silencing of the Hindu woman's voice which is already

displaced on her husband's funeral pyre.

Spivak, providing the issue of ‘Sati’ discusses how the political will and voice

of Hindu women are represented in the account of widow self-immolation. She

confronts the general concept of compulsion.She argues the practice of widow self

immolation is not prescribed or enforced by Hindu religious codes but is an

exceptional signifier' of woman's conduct as a good wife which is the sign for

women's free will (the social blackmailing by males) is overlooked by feminism. She

argues the complex construction of the legally displaced female subject with Hindu

religious codes and the British constitution of the widow as a passive victim of
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patriarchal violence, agency of the subaltern woman. She takes it as "there is no space

from which the sexed subaltern can speak" (qtd in Morton 64. Spivak 1988: 307).

Spivak by resembling ‘Sati’ ritual with suicide of Bhubaneswari Bhaduri who

was the member of one of the many groups involved in the armed struggle for Indian

independence. Baduri, according to Spivak did suicide to cover up her involvement in

the resistance movement. Her suicide has no value. Hence Spivak, through an

elaborate suicide ritual tries to explain the pathetic situation of subaltern women in

non-west which is hid by the universalization of feminism.

The subaltern women are historically and politically oppressed. The feministic

universal claim has further contributed to their silencing. She argues, the subaltern are

not heard, are not read. Her consciousness made in feministic thought on the third

world women is the account of those women's struggle against oppression. She has

generated an important re-contemplation of feministic thought which challenges the

concept that all women are same. She emphasizes on the respect of differences on

race, class, culture, religion, citizenship among women. She challenges such political

claim of representation by feminists from the west.

Spivak blames western Marxist feminism for they never present the third

world women's labour values. It ignores the labour of reproductive body of subaltern

women. She provides the example of Indian writer Mahasweta Devil's short story

'Breast Giver's' subaltern female protagonist Jasoda who challenges the prevalent

assumption of western Marxist feminism that child birth is unwaged domestic labour.

She puts her words as:

The feministic anthology [...] over looks completely this incredible

important issue of the most important example of gendering in neo-

colonialism women in home working-the women in export perceiving
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zones and expert-based foreign investment factories, subcontracting

areas. (ibid. 72)

Spivak depicting the French feministic thought of Julia Kristeva to represent the

histories and lives of Chinese women in terms of western female subject constitution

as example in which Kristeva (1941) shows her arrogance; Western woman as self

and Chinese as Other. It is obvious by her depiction of events, meeting with Chinese.

Spivak argues Kristeva seems more concerned with how her own identity as a western

woman is questioned in the face of the silent women in Xuxian. Spivak says Kristeva

has exposed to invoke other culture as a way of challenging the authority of western

knowledge and subjectivity as she states.

"In spite of their occasional interest in touching the other of the west,

of metaphysics of capitalism, their repeated question is observably

self-centered. If we are not what official history and philosophy say we

are, who then are we (not), how are we (not)?" (ibid. 137)

For her, the western postmodern critics are even now self-centered. They have not left

yet the tradition of showing them 'self' and remained world as ‘other’ what is

criticized by Spivak. The feminists do not know the cultural diversity, different

cultural mechanism and cultural institution to sustain the exploitation of women. The

third world women are ignored by their socio-cultural values eventhough the western

feminists claim, declare the addressing all the women of the world. She has problem

on Anglo-American feministic reading of Jane Eyre, where the narrative

representation of Jane Eyre as a liberated western female individual. But the depiction

of Bartha Masan's real identity as mad, barbaric is forgotten to criticize by those

critics. The character of Mason as mad, barbaric  has contributed to the larger

justification of British imperialism as a social mission, a soul making enterprise
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because it clearly defines British cultural values as more civilized than those of

colonial world which Morton writes about her ideas.

In this way, feminism which was literally, politically originated in west

to receive the equal rights, freedom with male. Feminism itself is a whole

examination of the space given to the females. It endeavors to get the rights, equal

space for the women of the world in patriarchal society. Eventhough feminism by

western feminists, declares to speak, on the behalf of all women. It seems as an

arrogant and self centre. Gayatri Spivak accuses the western feminism repeating the

tradition of British colonization through the feministic texts. Where they claim, they

would speak for those non-western subaltern women too. But they ignore the

suppression and oppression of subaltern women by different cultural mechanisms.

The subaltern females are made ladder of comfort by the elite class. The western

feminists are neglecting the socio-cultural diversity in the world.

The western feminism contributes to expanse the neo-colonialism by silencing

the third world women which is blamed by Spivak. She emphasizes the western

vocabulary cannot address the problem of subalterns. They are already double

marginalized and suppressed by the western feminism itself and male culture of the

same society. Then, Spivak asserts that western feminism cannot discover the free

space to the marginalized subaltern women equal to males in society. In this way,

there seems the idea that feminism should not ignore the cultural diversity in the

world. She insists that the eastern females have more problems than the females of

west which should be respected and bring forth.
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Issue of Representation in Literature

Representation refers to the act of representing, or interpreting something to make

them present as ‘real’ or authentic. If we try to enlarge the term ‘Representation’ it is

associated with the creation of meaning for something abstract and events.We have to

accept literature as a whole or a type of representation. What appears in it is a

representation of presented content. Literature and representation are supplementary to

each other. Literature is possible only with the act of representation. Commonly, it

seems representation is the presentation of author’s ideas or feelings. But we cannot

deny the fact; it is the means for forwardness of political intention of author or

authority, and the contemporary scenario of the time what or when it serves. In this

view, literature can be defined as the most effective servant for human civilization. It

exhibits the ideology of both powerful and power gaining people who reproduce it. It

reveals the political, social, cultural atmosphere of the place in the then time.

Representation on literature helps the people to create the concept. We get

people from different castes, classes represent in the way which exposes the intention

of the authors. Representation in literature is always made by society or a group about

the ‘self’ or ‘other’ with some hidden purposes. In this way, while joining the trend by

representation in literature, we can divide it into two major trends; traditional form

and post modern form. The ancient form of literary production represented the matter

with the binary opposition for the example: Plato created the binary opposition in

between philosophy and art, philosopher and poet. Aristotle divided the man and

woman, Hegel-western art and eastern art, Marx-rich-poor, bourgeois-proletariat. The

literature based on the two parallel adjectives: good-bad, superior-inferior, high-low,

man-women, is the traditional nature of literature formation. In the age of postmodern

theoretical perspectives, literary conventions based on binary opposition are criticized
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for showing one superior and next inferior. The traditional hierarchic system is

exclusive and biased. It is accused of elitist representation. Subaltern groups of people

get hegemonic. But under this elitist structure the new arrival of time, consciousness

transformation has demanded new concept which is the representation into the post

modern theories.

Non-western literature also runs into the similar track of western canon

literature. There, we find the tradition of providing aristocratic, powerful, strong,

forceful subject matter and its people, their culture, social norms, values as the best of

all cultural norms and values. It assumes the powerful and superior, forwarded culture

should be adopted by other, which is the best of all. And also the efforts, contribution

in society by the subaltern, marginalized are compelled to be enclosed into a corner

which would never open. It is the ritual repeated in Nepali culture too. New

theoretical perspectives criticize it for being biased and discriminating.

The canonical literature advocating powerful as superior and less powerful as

inferior always tries to construct the superiority as truth of nature through which they

rule over socalled inferior people. For Michael Foucault the French power critic,

‘truth’ is the vehicle of ideology for the creation of power. No genuine truth is found

in society separated from ideology of power holder. Truth is the output of ideology to

create power. In the process of power creation and circulation, representation plays

vital role. He argues: “Truth is linked in a circular relation with systems of power

which produces and sustained it, and to efforts of power which it induces and which

extend it, a ‘regime of truth’’’ (Adams 1145). He focuses that representation process

is for the creation and circulation of power. The dominating knowledge through

different forms of representation as audio, visual and published spread over people. It

constructs the certain truth which creates the power in society. The power created
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from the construced truth is used to suppress, oppress and dominate the large mass of

people and the phenomenon is facilitated by the act of representation.

The act of representation, for oriental critic Edward Said is very problematic.

He blames it as colonial weapon to the western white colonizer. However

colonization is not existed physically. It is lingering in the colonized society through

hegemony. The hegemony is the product of representation of their ruling ideology.

For Said the term representation should not be confined to the definition in

terms of language but it has to include many subjects, gender and race. He, in his

Reflection on Exile for representation enforces to include all race, class and gender:

The experience of being colonized therefore signified a great deal to

regions and peoples of the world whose experience as dependents,

subalterns, and subjects of the west did not end to paraphrase from

Fanon. When the last white policeman left and then last European flag

come down. (294)

The culture left by the colonization into the non-western societies is not vanished yet.

The ex-colonized societies are still suffered by the culture of colonization.

Colonization is represented through culture. It is raising the habit of dependence,

passive that the societies are always marginalized as victim of colonial culture. Said

focuses on the inclusion from all the sectors of society who are the victims of

bourgeoisie tradition from the colonial period to present. With representation, we are

involved in a symbolic practice by which meaning of certain text or phenomenon are

issued forth to refer something in one's own way.

“Westerners in the earth are to teach non-west.” It is their claim during

colonial mission. Even now most of the texts have the trend of teaching non-west.
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They seem as if speaking and doing on behalf of non-western people. In reality those

texts are the spreading the dominating intention.

However the western postmodern theoretical discourses anyhow claim for the

real representation of common (suppressed) people from non-west but Gayatri

Chakravorty Spivak, an Indian born critic from the land of west has found the neo-

colonial ideology spoiling through the post modern theories. They pretend as being

unbiased and equal but it is their intention to circulate power over non-west.

Spivak has explored the previously set picture of non-west by the west as

uncivilized. It is fertilized by the modern texts, theoretical discourses as

deconstruction. The west tries to hide the representative hierarchy and ideology of

exploitation.  She insists that even the anti-colonial discourse, such as texts by

Edward Said, have ignored the real representation of the non-western world. She

argues the anti-colonial critics like Edward Said has explored the oppressive ideology

of west represented in their texts but he made the counter, resistive, anti-colonial

efforts absent. He has forgotten the anti-oppressive activities in his post-colonial

criticism. He only blames the western political motif of representation which is

problematic for Spivak.

Likewise, Edward Said's ignorance of third world counter activities in

opposite of western, colonial oppression; western Marxist criticism is also inefficient

to address the third world marginalized group. It ignores the third world cultural

variations, social mechanisms, subaltern females and their contribution in the history.

Their pains, agonies are of no value for it.Western Marxism does not know the

Hindu caste system where the rich Dalit male even cannot enter the house of a

poor Brahmin male. From it, the position of Dalit females’ self, suppressed

psychology can easily be understood. The western Marxism only sees problem in
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classes and economic, labour exploitation but the double exploitation to the lower

class, subaltern women is made silent. Spivak criticizes; Marxism is blind for

those cultural diversities and exploitation through them.

The issue of representation in literature is facilitated by a division, binary

opposition. It is between high-low, civilized-barbaric, educated-illiterate and so on.

This tradition of false hierarchies representation in literature is learnt from past. It has

been lingered from Plato, Aristotle and the philosophers before them upto the present

as hereditary discuss. It was flourished and culminated explicitly in fourteenth to

eighteenth century during physical colonial period. In some way, it is kept alive by the

postmodern authors which Spivak criticizes in her texts.

The above discussed feminists discourse helps us to form arguments and

justify Devkota’s attempts of including the subaltern group (females) in his anthology

of short stories Laxmi Katha Sangrah (2032v.s.). It shows how patriarchal elitist

intention excludes the women from mainstream. How the women are suppressed,

oppressed, marginalized, hegemonized and exploited it shows. It has enabled us to

grasp the psyche, the intellect, the sentiments and the feelings of females including

their urge to bring a revolutionary change in society.
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III. TEXTUAL ANALYSIS

The General Historical Background of Nepali Literature

The traceable history of almost all forms of Nepali literary creations has recently

completed one and half centuries approximately. The beginning of literary production

was influenced by the religious texts. The long narrative epic poem in Sanskrit

language and Indian literary creations are found to impress the literacy productions

created in Nepali. They were in oral form at the beginning. But from the time period

of Bhanubhakta, we find the development of Nepalese literature with the independent

in Devnagari language. Bhanubhakta translated Ramayan into Nepali (Devnagari)

language and which made the literature accessible to the Nepalese people. Tara Nath

Sharma has divided the whole Nepalese literary tradition into: Bhanubhakta Era,

Motiram Bhatta Era, Pre-Revolutionary Era and Post-Revolutionary Era.

Bhanubhakta Era began from the contribution of Bhanubhakta. He wrote

original poems as well as his translation of Ramayana from Sanskrit to Nepali is the

first foremost present to the Nepalese people and literature. His poems were

concerned with the diverse subject matters, family, social moralities and satire.

In Motiram Bhatta Era, Nepalese literary field was gifted with real availability

of Bhanubhakta’s contributions. Motiram Bhatta revived and published Bhanu’s

productions. From the era, the publication of literary productions we can find. The

real revelation of Nepalese literature was begun only from this era.

In the Pre-Revolutionary Era, we find the establishment of journal “Sarada”

which played role sufficiently to publish the literary creations by Guru Prasad

Mainali, Bisheshwor Prasad Koirala, Devkota and Balkrishna Sama. Eventhough

there was prohibition to read and write, the basic rights were banned; there was no
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chance for the freedom of expression. Despite the restriction from political condition,

those authors published their creations.

The Post-Revolution Era comprises the flourishing period of Nepalese

literature. However after 2017 v.s, there was restriction to publish the free expression

again. But there is a saying that ‘the sunlight cannot be blocked within a hand’,

similarly the literary personals were not restricted by the tyrant policy of government.

The period after the revolution is developed with the different modes in literary field.

It is able to include a free expression of the marginalized group. We find feminism as

one example of inclusive approach to include the marginalized voice.

We find no authentic creation by any female writer in Pre-Revolution period.

But the Post-Revolution period after the establishment of democracy, there are

females rising in the field of Nepalese literature. The female expression occupies

separate feelings into the reader than the male. Eventhough the subject or content is

same. Women experience life differently than man because they perform a different

role in family and society. They are compelled to lead dominated lives which make

them feel, realize the world, life differently from males. There are many female

writers appeared in the field of literature after the beginning of Post- Revolution

period. But among them Parijat, Manju Kachuli, Prema Shah, Banira Giri and Sita

Pandey are distinguished figures.Nepalese feminism basically developed after the

Post-Revolution Era. In the genre of fiction by female writers representing their

experiences was contributed from 2017 v.s. when Benju Sahrma and Prema Shah

appear in the field. However Dev Kumari Thapa with her story “Patan” had already

presented in 2003v.s.

The original history of Nepalese short fiction according to Mohan Raj Sharma

was initiated from 1992v.s, when Guru Prasad Mainali’s anthology of short stories
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Naso published. In Nepali language, the stories are found from 1800v.s. approximately.

But these stories contained less originality and creativity. The period after 1992 v.s, we

find the writers Guru Prasad Mainali, Bal Krishna Sama, Devkota and Bisweshwor

Prasad Koirala. In the word of Michael James Hutt about the developing history of

Nepali short stories, generally that began to develop its present form only during 1930s.

Devkota’s intelligence into the genre of fiction within short fiction centered only in

1996 v.s. “Sarada” a journal contributed enormously into the development of Nepali

short stories. About his journey to the Nepali short fictions is of short period in

comparison with the journey for his poems. Among his short stories, thirteen stories are

collected in Laxmi Katha Sangara.

Nepalese literary filed was better arable from the period of Bhanubhakta who

started from the translation of holy text Ramayan. Motiram Bhatta collected and

published Bhanubhakt’s contribution. In the Pre -Revolution Period, Rana ruled with

a quite restriction for the free expression. But the literary geniuses were not prohibited

by the Rana regime. Likewise the fictional genre was decorated by both long and

short fictions after 1992 v.s. Which reflect the social, psychological, cultural,

historical and economic problems of the characters in a realistic manner.

Laxmi Prasad Devkota and His Literary Career

Laxmi Prasad Devkota crowned as the great poet of Nepal, born as the third son to

the parents Amarajya Laxmi Devi and Tilmadhava Devkota at 27 Kartik, 1966v.s. in

Dhobidhara, Kathmandu. He was born at the day of Laxmi Pooja of Tihar festival.

He cultivated the Nepalese literary garden with so many flowers of creation. He was

the person of extempore poetic genius, could write poem incessantly. His literary

capacity has contributed not only the poetry but all the literary genres of literature.
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He created poems, essays, fictions, biography, songs, drama and criticism in

Nepalese language. But such a genius person had to suffer with the series of

problems in life throughout it. He never got relief which can be seen in the general

view of his life.

Devkota was educated at Durbar high school and Tri-Chandra Multiple

College in capital city. As there is a saying, "The morning shows the day", Devkota's

intelligence was incredible. He had already known Nepalese alphabets when his father

tried to initiate his study. His study, education course was impressing; he used to top

the school. He had given the examination of grade nine when he was studying at

grade eight. Devkota received B.A. in 1987 v.s. who was the single person to pass

B.A. in the year which we know form Gorkhapatra. He had earned B.L. from

university of India. He was educated person of the time when Nepalese society had

rare or countable educated people.

He married Man Devi Chalise at the age of sixteen. From the early age, he had

to conduct the cultural and social duty of his family. After returning from India

having B.L., he had to bear the series of crises. The death of his mother, father,

premature death of his daughter and son shattered him bitterly. The decreasing

physical and mental condition is next burden to his painful life. Devkota had to spend

his life for the hard struggle. There was tyrannical Rana oligarchy which ruined his

life of economic comfort when he incessantly played the role to remove the Rana rule

form Nepal. After the abolition of Rana regime, he became minister for education in

2013 v.s. living the shadowy, painful, pathetic life full of economic, health, social

crisis and loss, left the world in 2016 v.s. Bhadra 29 at Pashupati, Aryaghat,

Kathmandu.
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. His literary journey was started when he reached to the age of ten and tried to

create poem. He was influenced by his father and tried to rewrite the poem, 'Garib' from

Shreemadbhagwat Geeta was grammarless in Sanskrit language. But it was examined as

worthless by his father then he left to write in Sanskrit. After the practice of poem on

Sanskrit language he tried to write in Nepali language. He initiated his journey by the

depiction of sad feelings of women. For the creation, his eldest sister-in-law motivated

him to create 'Ma Ta Avagini Po Vaye' at the age of ten. But his first appropriate poem is

'Ghan Ghor Dukha Sagar'. It was influenced from the Hindu way of thinking.

The period in his life from 1991 v.s was the flowering time for literary

creation when the journals like 'Gorkhapatra' and 'Sarada' published 'Purnimako

Jaladi' and 'Gareeb' respectively. From the initiation of his literary journey, Nepalese

literary arena received a revolutionary modern way with the beginning of liberalism in

literature. It is different from the steady track of traditionalism. Similarly, in 1992v.s.

the first edition of 'Munamadan', 'Unko Ghasiya Geet' and 'Sarad Chandra' were

published.

Devkota wrote not only in Nepali language but many sonnets were also

produced in English language example 'The Lunatic' poem is written in both English

and Nepali language. We find different vernacular languages in his creations. In

Devnagary language, he gifted numerous long narrative epic and short poems, some

essays, play, stories novel and criticism. The Sakuntal, Sulochana, Prithivi Raj

Chauhan, Ban Kusum, Kunjini, Putali, Ganine Geet, Raban Jatayu Yuddha, Luni,

Sunko Bihan, Hmendu, Laxmi Nibandha Sangraha, Dadimko Rukhnera, Prasidda

Prabandha Sangraha, Sabitri-Satyawan, Champa novel. Laxmi Katha Sangraha and

criticisms are in their own place. But for Devkota Munamadan was so valuable that

he at last of his life requested his friends to save Munamadan from destroy. Actually,
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Muanmadan turned to be the heartbeat to Nepalese people when it was published. It is

written in Nepalese folk meter. Through Munamadan, Devkota expressed his

humanitarian ideas emphasizing upon the necessity and importance of love and

satisfaction in life rather than money through the expression of Muna.

Devkota was poetic genius.His knowledge and capacity touches not only the

heart of Nepalese people but people from other countries also admire his literary

ability. Responding on Devkota's literary genius Michael James Hutt in his "An

introduction to Modern Nepali Literature" writes: "In Nepali, Devkota's works have

formed a colossal touch stone and are the undisputed classics of his language” (82).

Hutt realizes the significance of Devkota’s works. He valorizes the contribution of

Devkota to the Nepalese language and its literature which are so precious and has

become heart of it.

His works depict a real picture of society and its people. His stories, reflecting

the reality of society and curlture raise the people against expoitation of them. Ishwor

Baral finds out the stories warm the blood of people. They clarify the socio-cultural

blindness, tyranny of powerful upon lesspowerful in a natural way. Putting his views

on stories, Ishwor Baral insists on:

pgsf syfdf pu| efjsf] k|s6Ls/0f, /f0fftGqsf] g[;+;tf / lj;+utL, s'/LtL

dfly Jo+Uo, ;j{:jfk4tsf]] q|mflGtsf/L ;+3if{ ug]{ efjgf, dfgljstfsf] dof{bf

af]w, ;DkGgtf / ljkGgtfsf] cg}lts ljifdtf, ;fdflhs ¿9Lsf] cTofrf/ d"ns

ljwfglj8Dagf xfdL kfp+5f}. – (Bhanu 287)

Devkota exposes the social evils active in society. He ridicules the social blindness

and raises idea to revolt against them. His ideas are revolutionary. They are against

the conservative concept what Baral exposes in it. The social lives are tortured by the

evils of society. The evils are sustained by powerful people. Devkota attacks the
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exploitation. Similarly Professor Keshav Prasad Upaddhyay appreciates Devkota’s

creation as the voice for people who are suppressed, subjugated and exploited.

Devekota, very furiously criticizes the exploitative people who ruthlessly impose their

power upon other.He argues:

pgL lkl8t, zf]lift, pk]lIft / b'vLx?sf kIfkftL / pTkL8s, zf]ifs /

:j]R5frf/Lx?sf lgGbs cf} lj/f]wL /x]sf 5g . (Ruprekha 33)

Devkota's consciousness always highlights the people from marginalized groups.

The pain, miseries, sorrow, grieves endured by them are found occupying the

place in his literary creations. He tried to expose the evils of society which were

held by the powerful upon powerless. Upaddhya envisions it in Devkota's literary

productions.

Devkota's stories move around the society where the aggressive ideas are

established against the conservative, superstitious suppression, oppression and

marginalization of the people. He is furious to the tyranny of the government and the

negligence of human duty. Social injustice and the combination of richness and

variety are expressed on the stories. Females are made prey by the patriarchal society,

it is against the human norms and values. Society neglects the exploitation upon

females which is very problematic for Devkota. In the stories, he focuses on the

merciless, painful condition of females. He tries to teach socisty the lesson of its

maltreatment upon females which is agreed by Tika Dutta Baral as he analyzes over

Devkota's stories and their consent. Baral in "Mahakavi Devkota's Darsanik Pakshya"

writes:

Gff/L lhjgsf ljjzQfx¿ ;fdflhs k[i6e'dLdf ptf/LPsf hLjgsf ljleGg lttf,

s6'tfx¿, cGt/4Gbx¿, wd{ ¿9Lu|:t k/Dk/fsf] rfnrng / Jojxf/ klg ;lhj

¿kdf d'lt{g k'u]sf 5g\." (Kalakar 32)
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He sees the different social situation, compulsion on the life of females. The diversity

in socio-cultural nature, the rustic unimproved ideas, rooted on the culture and the

realistic way of life is served by the Devkota's stories. They include the characters and

events from the society where people face the happiness and sorrow as reality.

His ideas depicted into the literary productions, reveal the theme of female

rights. They teach the awareness and revolution to the subaltern for social change

against conservative norms and values and superstition. He makes the characters

stepping on the progressive paces change the stationary way of life. About the

importance of stories in literature; according to Dayaram Shrestha in his Nepali

Sahityaka Kehi Prishtha Devkota himself says:

"5f]6f] ls:;f Pp6f ;fgf] em|ofn xf] hxfFaf6 Pp6f ;fgf] ;+;f/ lrofOG5 ." (76)

From each side, he tries to alter the traditional torturous life style of Nepalese people

by his precious ideas. He awakes people about the suppression oppression, repression

and exploitation by powerful to the powerless. He inspires them to awake against

domination. He specifies the position of marginalized, subaltern in society through his

literary creation and tries to make the people realize the agonized way of life about

dominated people especially the females. The stories for Devkota himself are the

windows to look the world through. And through the window as stories, he shows the

reality of world where women are dominated severly.  Thira Lal Bhusal   in his article

about great poet Devkota says:

Great poet Laxmi Prasad Devkota, the unparalleled litterateur of the

country is etched in our mind for his contributions to Nepali literature.

Littérateurs say a remarkable beginning of writing Nepali literature

dates back to some six decades when the great poet made a substantial

break through in this field. (6 )
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He focuses on the importance of Devkota's contribution to the Nepalese literature.

The history of Nepali literature is brightening by the golden creations of Devkota

without his works the Nepali literary garden becomes ugly. Devkota presents the

social, cultrural, economic, psychological and historical impacts on people with a

realistic manner in his creations. However, supernatural elements can also be seen in

his creations in the works of both fiction and fact, he bends to the human life of earth

and evokes in fabour of humanity. He emphasizes on human equality and welfare. He

inclines to infer the fresh world of freedom, eqality and equity. He focuses on females

and insists to the respectation over positive aspects of female lives.

Representation of Female Characters in Devkota's Short Stories

Devkota vigorously fertilized Nepalese literary garden with his grandeur thoughts

expressed in poetry. He decorated the arena of the garden with short stories. In the

short stories, he exhibits the Nepalese society its people and their lively activities

entangled into the life. On the stories, their honesty gests nothing but dishonesty is

punished. People try to improve the life into convenient way but life directs itself into

the pain. He presents the female characters especially from the different caste, class,

culture with their position in society. And their increasing consciousness burst into the

grah mobilize the culturally, socially suppressed, oppressed and exploited female

characters from different factors of culture and society. They do what the females do

in real lives; bear the pain how the females endure in actual lives. They are shown as

the victim of human made selfish, one sided socio-cultural rules and regulation. They

accept the life of exploitation as doomed by the birth which they are taught to accept.

But among the characters, Devkota's female protagonists are more revolutionary

against patriarchal elite class suppression and oppression over them. Bandu focuses
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on the female characters that are aggressive to the traditionalism of society

eventhough many female characters have adopted the conservative norms and values.

The females from the stories "Vyaktitwa"," Shishili Afno Bihe Aaphai Garchhin"

serve the revolutionary characters who set out in search of liberal identity. Similarly,

on his female characters Keshav Prasad Upaddhya responses that Devkojta always

respects the significant of females. Their softness, delicacy, their politeness is

understood as their weakness and people exploit them. But he complains on the

demon activity of people upon females.

æPs t pgL kLl8t gf/Lk|lt ljz]if ;xfg'e"ltl;n lyP / csf]{ ;f}Gbo{k|lt pgsf]

ljz]if cfsif{0f /x]sf]n] ;dfhdf ePsf] o;k|ltsf] If't / gLr ljrf/ b]Vbf pgL

If'Aw lyP cf} o;sf] k|lti7f a9fpg rfxfGy] .Æ (Ruprekha 47)

Upaddhyaya insists on Devkota's intention to treat the blindness of society about the

suppression and injustice of the females. He was eager to make the society reverent

toward the females who are the source of creation and the world. Without them, there

is no possibility of the world. So, for Devkota females must be respected. Their

natural capacity should be privileged.

Critical Analysis of the Stories

Laxmi Katha Sangraha is the anthology of thirteen short stories. Among them the five

stories "Shishili Afno Bihe Anphai Garchhin", "Vyaktitwa" and "Marsyandi", have

been selected to analyze the females' representation. Patriarchal system and its norms

and values are filled with bias and prejudice. It has excluded women form the category

of human beings equal to men but it compels them to be ruled and dance according to

the direction of males. The five stories there exhibit the patriarchal domination,
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oppression and the serious status of women because of crushing male activities. The

stories show the female characters from different class, caste and culture with their

realistic position and condition in society. Quite opposite of the social tradition traoding

on females, Devkota probes all the positive aspects of nature in females. Society

considers females are to be submissive, passive, dependent and weak. Devkota focuses

on the love, resistant, hard, courageous, independent characteristics into the females.

But they suppressed by male centric socio-cultural management. He awares the society

if suppression is much then they are able to teach the lesson of anti-oppression which

Devkota shows with some characters.

Critical Reading of “Shishili Afno Bihe Anphai Garchhin”

In the story "Shishili Afno Bihe Anphai Garchhin", Devkota focuses on the female

character Shishili as an active example to revolt against the patrilineal biased rules.

She is a stable, assertive, reformative, bold, gallant character, clears the way for

democratic life to the future generation. She awares people to penance over the blind

exploitation of females. Shishili challenges the socio-cultural domination of females

as devotee to husband in the name of moral wife "patibrata patni" by leaving the first

husband. She elopes with her lover whom she chooses against the will of her family.

She answers the male centric suppression with success of her revolution against it.

She is audacious, brave, firm, steady, resolute and unshaken lady. She inspires the

future generation to further anti-opperation activities against patriarchal domination

eventhough there are other females assisting in the subordinance of women by men.

Shishili's mother, mother-in-law, sister-in-law, maternal aunt are the examples as

passive, dependent subordinate females. Through the character Shilshili, Devkota
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reveals his revolutionary, reformative and progressive ideas. First paragraph of the

story even the first line indicates the pathetic situation of females in society:

x/fe/f g]kfndf ;Gtf]if olt ;:tf] 5 ls /fhLgfdf hLjg x'g] :qLx?sf] dg

hfFRg' Joy{ ;lDemOcfPsf] 5 . k'?ifnfO{ k'?if} ;lDemOG5 / n8sLsf cfFvf sfnf

kz'kltgfysf k'hf/L . cln of] k|j[lQdf cfo{kgf 5 . ;tL / kfj{tL s7} Û slt

ltgLx?h:t} cfbz{ eP t/ slt;Dd b'lgofFdf ;a} a};] km"nx? ltgLx?h:t}

kmln/x'g\ Û (24)

Women are decided by men. The every events and activities in their lives are fixed by

males. What the males desire do over the females. The quoted lines from the story

represent the condition of women in Aryan society. Women are pushed to have

consent into what her male guardians fix for them. Females are not asked for their

independent desires. Sati and Parbati as moral wives 'Patibrata' characters are the ideal

figures for the females. Society values the prestige for women in imitation of Sati's

and Parbati's devotion. In opposite of social concept, Devkota's female character

Shishil is the protagonist of the story who disregards the social norms and values. She

bears the feministic attitudes of emancipation from injustice, suppression, exploitation

of patriarchy. She exemplifies the female who begins freedom from her own personal

life. She is the female for freedom. Shishili sees the women bound into the cage like a

bird.

bfHo"sf] sf]7fdf kl;g\. lkFh/fsf] ;'ufn] /fd /fd af]Nof] . slt cefuL kv]? .

pgn] ;f]lrg\ dflg; hËnsf] kG5LnfO{ klg ;w} dfnf hk" eg]em} u5{ . csf]{

hgd hgd ;'wfg]{ audkm'; l;sfP/ a'h|'s agfpg rfxfG5 < s]s] dgdf cfof] .

pgn] lkFh/f vf]Ng vf]h]em}F u/]/ ;'uf p8fOlbOg\ . (24)

Shishili knows the men centric ideology adopted from the past, teaching the women

as a small helpless bird caught from her life, closed into a small cage with the cut
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wings. She frees the parrot as the symbol of freedom necessary to women from biased

patrilineal strategy. We find Shishili fighting strongly against the male repression. She

bursts with her elder brother. She continues her rage over her brother who is the

representative of the patriarchal orthodox.When she furiously questions her brother.

Æcln nfn eP/ lzlznLn] elgg\–sqf] cTofrf/ ul/a:;g'eof] kv]?nfO{ p8\of] Û

===Æ k};fn] dfq clwsf/ lbG5 <ÆpgL s8\lsg\\ . (25)

Women are suppressed; one reason is the lack of the economic power in patriarchal

society.  The power oriented male centric convention excludes women. They are

made deprived of economic gain and the power. Such situation of women is made by

the males to dominate females sustainably. Shishili is conscious about the male

intention and evokes the blaze of her struggle against injustice. Shishili is a self aware

girl. She is ready at anytime to struggle against the male exploitation. So, she reacts

immediately when hears the information of the marriage fixed with the person she

never knew before. She questions:

Æcf]xf] sqf] lkt[:g]x  dnfO{ eGb} gegLsg < d]/f] lax] ls afa'cfdfsf] < :ki6

af]lng\, d s] yfxf kfpF .Æ (25)

Obviously, Shishili's character opposes patrilineal ritual choosing the path of

daughter's life by parents or guardians. She openly attacks the parents' indifference to

the daughter's desire. She wants such life friend who respects her in each mode not the

child like passive who cannot decide and seek the interest of his life but depends upon

the parents.  Instead, she has dream of the man who presents with the knowledge of

respectation not the domination:

pgL s;}n] cfTd;dk{0f u/]sf] z'eb]Vg rfxflGyg cfˆg} cfsif{0f åf/f cfˆgf]

hLjg ljhosf] cj0f{gLo ld7f; pgnfO{ lgsf] nfUYof] . pgL rfxlGyg\ pgsf]

hLjgdf sf]xL x:tIf]q gu?g\ . afa'cfdfsf] cGwf]kgf ;dfhdf w]/} 7fpF b]v]sL
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lyOg\ . pgsf] cfˆgf] JolQmTj 5Fb} lyof] . r]s;Dd afa'cfdfsf] . 3f63/ 6fF;f]

pgL rfxGglyOg\ c?sf] xftaf6 . vf]h / k|flKtsf] pgnfO{ b'lgofFdf df]xgL

b]lvGy] . d]/f] lglDt d eg]/ To} vf]Hg] dnfO{ dfUg] ;hLj ;r]t JolQmTj ePsf]

cfvfF d rfxG5' . (25)

Shishili occupies the place there where is the tradition of subordination. To imagine

about life partner's characteristics is the tradition of male only. Males are sanctioned

to do it. But, Shilshili's character is so audacious that she infers the life partner

different from her parents' desire. She is not dominated character but dominating. She

attributes the radical feminist features. She is anxious to subvert the tradition of

subordination, wants to see the subordinations into the male for her beauty and love.

She wants to win the male but clearly rejects to be defeated by a male. But on the

other side, her maternal aunt and mother represent the typical role of females. They

effort to impose and try make Shishili bent to the patriarchal rules and regulations

compulsorily. Her mother forces her to accept the marriage fixed by the guardians.

She ignores her daughter's rage, reaction but thinks the redness of her face as shyness

with acceptance of marriage:

Patriarchal society has the women living so ignorant lives. Even the mother

does not know psychology of her daughter.Mother is in shadow. She has no

knowledge of freedom and individual identity. Shishili's maternal aunt similarly has

internalized the male ideology. Shishili answers her:

Æh:tf] of] 3/, pm 3/ ;a} 3/ o:t} t xf] lg . k'R5/ gePsf] dfG5] afFb/sf] u'F8.

x'/L / em/L 5]Sg] w/fk . h;leq hGt' u'8'lNslG5g ha ?G5g\, ;8\5g\ d5{g\

Pp6f rf/f h;sf] 68\sf/f u'0f g} rf/f uxf/f 5g\ . hxfF dfG5] rf/f NofP cfxf/f

vfG5g\ . afd'lgG5g\ . EoflUtG5g\ . hxfF d'6' rNb}g . lhe|f] rN5 .Æ (28)
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Shishili is so aggressive upon the orthodox society where she compares the every

house as jungle, the creatures live there as passive animals. She indicates passive

creatures are females who can do noting themselves but are dependent upon the

males. If males allow them to eat; they get the food otherwise remain hungry. Life of

females is there but always suffers to escape from it. They are put into the boundary

that can never get out to the open universe. They die there instead of emancipation

with the eagerness to come out of sorrow.

Shishili exposes the real face of the men. She curses the obscure strategy of

males. They have run the world as prostitution area. Where females are not only

sexually but mentally exploited. Their each organ is sparated to sell. Males are the

agents to trade the separated parts of female body.

ÆoxfF sf]7L /fVg] ;a nf]Ug] dfG5] nf]Ug] dfG5] . slt ;8]sf, l3gnfUbf d}nfsf]

j]kjf{xL /fVg], 8fFsfx? . of] ;8s Sof laqmL, laqmL, 5 . Ps k};fsf] cfTdf b'O{

k};fsf] sn]hf], ltg k};fsf] d'6' . Ps k};fsf] cfFvf lslg/x]5g\ lslg/x]5g\

lslg/x]5g\ . ju/] y'Sb5 dg'sf] ;Gtfg df]/L .Æ (29)

The men centric world is interpreted by Shishili. Devkota's protagonist in this story,

Shishili as an educated female reveals the male oriented social each and every activity

is the cause of male dominating ideology. They are ruling over the females. The

females are sold, raped, tortured, and crushed by the feet of men. Who are the monster

but hiding their real face with the name of culture and civilization imposed by the

help of hegemonized knowledge. The male centric society is a prostitution area where

life of female is put in auction. Parents or guardians are as auctioneer and other males

buy her to get beast like monstrous passion and lust. Shishili exposes it out.

To show the women mediocre, man has created the biased history. Women are

attributed with all the negative characteristics and male are presented with positive all
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including the men have fixed all behaves and custom to females which help them to

internalize inferiority. From the past for many centuries, the females are taught to be

devoted to the males. In the story, there are other female characters like her own

mother, aunt her mother- in- law, sister-in-law are the contractor of the patriarchy.

They are victimized women but do their utmost to impulse domination upon her. But

Shishili is so firm character ignores all of them. Shishili rejects the submission. She

shows problem in biased society. She is opposite of patriarchy and its tyrant norms

and values. She tries to cross the boundary, so she gets the curses as;

gaf]Ng,] lh/fxL, sk6\ofxL, d';'d'Gb|L, 3d08L, clh/, c6]/f, kk{/], l6d'/], af6'ncfFv],

3':3':ofxL OTofbL cfw'lgs j[lQbf}8xf k9GtLn] l;+3df l;Fufg]{ kbjL eGbf a9\tf

pgsf] gfddf k'R5/ nfu] olQs} ;:tf] ;Fu h:tf] ljZjljBfnosf] cfw'lgs ahf/

5 . (31)

To get the knowledge in favor of humanity people firstly do not interest, if they keep

interest, they get it hardly but there are so many heart breaking, ruthless words in

language available very easily to rank or to name the women. If she tries to cross the

patriarchal boundary, she is rewarded with many abuses Shishili as steady character

has got the names of disobedient, abstinent, impertinence. But the names do not affect

her. They do not touch her. They cannot harm her because she knows the world is

suffered by the disease of patriarchal tyranny. And now females have to rise against it

to emancipate them from the hell. So, she cares not what others do at her:

;;'/fsf cfFvf k'n'Ss k'n'Ss vf6f leqaf6 pk|m]/ d'v k/LIfs xKsfj6sf b'O{

a's'{;L;Fu x]g]]{ uy]{ . ;f;' d'G6f] a6fly{g . :jfdLn] klg Ps af/ 7"n7"nf cfFvfn]

x]/] . pgL sf]7df uP/ k]6 ldrLldrL xfFl;g\ . (31)

She is surrounded by the hands of patriarchal power which try to fear her existence,

her proud as female and her assertion by the force of their order. Father-in-law who is
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the head of patriarchy in her house-in-law, her mother-in-law, her siter-in-law and

husband, all are attentive to implicate their dominating ideology upon her. But they

are defeated because of her confidence upon human success for equality and rights.

So, she laughs at those contractors of patriarchy.

Devkota has depicted the protagonist female as instructor of the new social

rules full with equality and hopes for humanity. She accepts her marriage but it is just

to improve her guardians. She does it to provide true knowledge, the real desire of

female with the members of her family and society that the over exploitation and

ruthless domination, may produce the spark of revolution. In the society, men have

handed over the duty of suppression to the senior female characters. The senior

female characters are made foolish, straightforward, irrational, and heartless to exploit

other the females who is inferior by the rules.

She declares her independence and her presentation as mother. But she cannot

be the wife of the man who posits her in the rank as wife but not life partner. She

disregards him who disregards her. The husband with his masculinity frees her being

full of hatred plays the evil role as helper of the patriarchal orthodox. But her mother

refuses her daughter's emancipation for worthless prestige and evaluates her daughter

as mad when she questions:

Æ;flRr < s] 5fF6fsL dfG5] xf] of] < s] u/]sL lsg To;f] eg]sf] < 5F6fO;\ <

s:tL d'v{ < s:tL ljsDaf <Æ (36)

By her own mother she is named as insane, foolish. Her deed is immoral. Her

reformative steps are monstrous. She justifies her activity as she says: She complains

her mother's fault that mother cares on the prestige than her daughter. Her motherly

duty is entangled into the worthless status of life about what Shishili accuses her. She

treats her mother's blindness. Her mother locks her when Shishili declares to choose
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the husband of her own choice. But Shishili retreats her: She challenges her mother

as:

Æ jfx Û jfx Û 5]saf/  cfTdfnfO{ tfNrf 7f]s cfdf lzlznLsf] cfTdfn] eGof]

b]vf hfPuf d anjf ÛÆ

lzlznLn] dL7f] :j/n] k'ms]sf] r/Lem} ‰ofndf a;]/ ufOg\ . w]/}n] ;8saf6 x]/] .

(37)

She promises to rescue herself from the jail of her own house. She steadly rejects the

restriction of her soul. She starts to signal by whistling the song. After a long patience,

she finds her friend who surrenders himself instead of dominating her. He devotes

him to her. He is the man whom she longed for so many years.  Then she retreats her

mother, brother against their mistreatment. She shouts at them to be victorious:

ÆcFWof/f dfOtL xf] . d ltdLx?nfO{ 3[0ff u5'{ . Pp6L d'dfsf] cfFvfdf ;To

clnslt klUnG5 . ltdLx? d]/f cfTdf a]Rg] 8fsfsf kmf}h xf} . d]/f] lax] ePsf]

5}g d]/f k/b]zL 3/ DofpF Vjfldt csf]{ ljxf d]/f] ;Nnfxn] u5{g\ . sa'n 5 d]/f]

vf]hL gug]{, d j]Zof x'G5' t bf]xf]/f] OR5fn] /fV5' . æ cfˆg} /fhLn] hfG5' . d

;lnnnf]rgsL :jf:gL x'g rfxG5' . d c? 3/ lrtf lyP . 5fgfd'lg a:g' hLjg

lyof] . d pgsf] 5fgfd'lg ;'vL x'g]5 . cfh;Dd cw{j]Zo lyPF, ca d :jf:gL x'g

hfG5' . sf] /f]Sg] dnfO{ nf} lxF8] .Æ (40)

She rebukes at her guardians, blames them as pillager of her life and as dark torturous

side. She expresses her hate to them and claims herself as an unmarried virgin

because her marriage was a compulsion. Her guardians had sold her. She struggles for

the femaleness and for her single identity as human being or female. She has chosen

husband of her choice who respects her, who adopts himself into equality, humanity,

love and respectation. She will be his life friend. She challenges them to restrict her
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but anyone cannot do so. Her mother, brother, husband and members of his family the

suppressing figures get chance to have knowledge, awareness against their blindness.

In the story, among the female characters, the protagonist Shishili exemplifies

the boldness. Her activities in life awake society which is sleeping in patriarchal blind

biasness. Other females: her mother, maternal aunt, mother-in-law, sister- in- law and

domestic workers Pyanti and Bhunti are the typical female characters with

conservative thinking and concept. They hinder Shishili in the way of freedom for

equality and right. They represent the male centric notion and restriction in her each

step. She never wants to disrespect the other female characters. But, they are as the

obedient dog of patriarchy, obstacle her way. But Shishili, a self conscious, educated

firm, determinate female exposes the fault of other female characters. Shishili leads

the future in to the bright morning of freedom, consciousness and awareness of rights.

Critical Reading of "Vyaktitwa"

Devkota's next short story "Vyaktitwa" opens with the gathering or assembling of

female characters form different status, capacity and nature. It moves around the

disussion among females in Kathmandu city. They seem somehow educated. But Bijuli,

an assertive female character blows the spark of revolutionary conscience to develop it

into powerful flames. She is confident, self mobilized, self empowered female,

encourages females to awake for the life of equality. In the meeting, she discloses the

activities which are only sanctioned to men. But she is proud of her adultery, her act of

choosing husband and living the life of her choice.For her most of the females are living

the life of devoted wives eventhough there are so many pitfalls, tragedy, missery in

their lives. They have internalized the patriarchal norms and values appropriately. But

Para the protagonist of the novel is the round character who drastically changes her
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attitude towards her husband and society. She sets out from the house for her

independent liberal identity cut of exploitation, suppression and oppression. The story

also comprises other subaltern figures form the socalled lower class that is Nauli and is

victorious over male. But she is in the position of double discrimination by the females.

At the beginning of the story, Bijuli presents the modern revolutionary

behaves which surprise other Nepalese women. They argue with their own opinion

which we know from Para's reaction over strange action of Bijuli. When Bijuli takes

out cigarette and lighter to smoke, Para reacts:

Æk/fn] af]lng\ l5 cfOdfO{n] r'/f]6 vfPsL t slt klg ;'xfpFb}g gL cf]7 ;'S5,

ufnf 6fl;G5 . /f]ug zLzf x'G5 x} .Æ===ÆgLlt lg gLlt gLlt xf]Og gL .Æ (52)

With the knowledge of hierarchy between male and female that the bad habits like

smoking is restricted to women. It seems ugly to women. Para argues smoking

degrades beauty. Immediately Bijuli reacts with staring eyes. She clears her intension

was to know the rules of the society but she profers to do what the rule prohibits. Para

seems as the prayer of rules and regulation when she awares Bijuli focusing on rules.

Para wants Bijuli under rules and regulation. So, she makes her remember the rules.

Bijuli opposes her and declares her as delinquent lady. She prefers the newness in life

no convetional rules can restricts her. Her energetic activites are to bring revolution in

society against tradiononality. She valorizes the free personality:

Æof] ljNs'n lgbf]{if cfbt xf] . kl/jt{g Ps cf}kGofl;stf gjLgtf Ps df]xgL .

d k/Dk/fut af6 cdn]v x'g rfxG5' . JolQmTjsf nflu pgn] l;u]|6 ;NsfOg\

km'/{ w'jfF p8fOg\ . hf] ck|rlnt 5 Tof] dnfO{ j]; nfU5 . hf] k/Dk/f lj?4 5

o;df d JolQmTj b]V5' . w]/} hgf :qLn] w'Fjf lkpg nfu] kl5 d of] cfbt h?/

5f8\g]5' .Æ (53)
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Smoking for Bijuli is not the fault or a bad habit. It brings newness. Most of the

females ignore the smoking as bad, derogatory or evil habit for women because it is

prohibited for them. But Bijuli enjoys in it because she likes newness beyond from

traditionally. She adds, she would like to leave the habit when it becomes common

among women circle. She wants personality or her single identiy against the common

norms and vaules.

Bijuli is the representative of a well educated female who brings revolution in

society against suppression and oppression. She respects her idea as requirements to

the liberal personality. Including society even she herself posits her into the rank of

immoral, deceiver, but with pride on it what she did. Which surprises all the ladies in

the meeting because all the women, there expected her as faithfull to her husband.

Instead of it, she herself declared as a delinquent, immoral audulterer lady what

makes two or three more traditional females avoid the meeting. It is the condition of

Nepalese society. However, some of the women still stayed there to know the stranger

thing about her.

Devkota here demonstrates how most of the women of the then time consent

their inferior position, under the influence of male ideologies. They readily agree what

the male do in society they have no problem if male does immoral works. But they

reject the women who copy the men to cross the boundary of society.  The personality

of Bijuli is very interesting and attractive to the modern and ladies and for freedom

her paces are as pioneer. Which are shown into her conscious dialogues with observer

females when she talks about her first husband:

Æd]/f] klxnf] ljjfx eof,] Pp6f krf; jif{sf] a"9f];Fu ha d !^ jif{sL lyPF . p

clt wgL lyof] . 7"nf] dflg; h;sf] d gfpF lng rfxGg lyP . p;sf] 7/f]{ ;]tf]

/f}F a"9f] 9Ë / l;Fufg] afgL b]v]/ d}n] j]b;Fu ;+3if{ cf/De u/]F . d}n]] eg] wd{
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eg]sf] k|fs[t dfgjhflt ljsf;s lgod xf] . 8f]sf] 5f]Kg] rng xf]Og . d]/f]

cfTdf l3gfof] d}n] ljjfx u/]sf] Ps xKtfdf p;sf] 3/df cfjthfjt ug]{

o'jsnfO{ cfFvfn] Ozf/f u/] Tof] Ozf/f lyof] cjnfnfO{ ktgaf6 / g/saf6 x]

o'jf p2f/ u/ . p;n] kTo'Q/ lbof] . clg d v;f]vf; kf]Onf] uPF . clg d p;Fu

bflh{lnËlt/ efu]/ uPsL lyPF . p;sf] JolQmTj ljgf / cfˆgf] JolQmTj ljgf t

k9\g] lyOg\ . d]/f] hLjg em'Nsfpg] o;df k|sfz xfNg] s]jn j}1flgs

gLltcg';f/sf] z'4, JoQm ljrf/ xf] .Æ (55)

The male oriented society encloses women within the socalled security of males as

guardients even the parents burn their daughter’s will with the fire of property, proud

and prestige in the name of security and happiness. They see the marriage institution as

the most protective and happy situation for their daughter. But Bijuli, the aware lady

illustrates such blindness of patriarchal women. They are the victim of patriarchal

hegemony. They help to empower it sustainably. Bijuliy struggles against it at the first

stage through the help of a man she emancipates herself from the patriarchal socio-

cultural torment and constructs her own personal identity. But Devekota is also biased.

Bijuli an independent character also bewails with a man to rescue her from the hell of

life under patriarchal control. Here, he seems insulting feminine but privileging

masculinity. Criticizing on most of the females as fragile and weeping under the

patrimonial hegemony. She blames them as cowardice.

Bijuli comments those ladies. Bijuli condemns that life which is under the

norms and values imposed upon it. She sees life in personality. The life without free

personality is not the life but a living dead structure. And for her, most of the women

live such life with pungent smell of anxiety and crying. They are being prey of severe

male domination. If any women does not want to rebel against domination, she has no
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rights to claim as living human being. As an unbiased, free human being Bijuli

defines religion on her own perspectives. The religion for her should provide

everyone equality.If it restricts anyone's proper progressive, positive developing ideas

and desire; it is sin by the name of religion she argue:

ÆDffgj ljsf;sf] tTj lj/f]wL ;a} lqmofx? Kffk x'g\ . To;sf ;dy{s / kf]ifs

;a lqmofx? Wd{ x'g\ . d :qLsf] dfjtf pk/sf] pQ/bfloTjsf] r]tn] ubf{ d

kf]Onf] uP . dnfO{ j}1flgs kf]Onf]n] ljsf; u¥of]  dnfO{ j]zo] lah'nL eGb5g\ .

of] snÍn] dnfO{ x'Fb}g . h:tf] cfsfznfO{ enn] . ;f/f ;dfh, b]jLb]jtf ljZjsf

d'xf/df 7f8f] x]/]/ 7d7dfpFb} lxF8\g ;S5' . d}n] ljNs'n kfk ul/gF . t/ dfgj

ljsf;kydf JolQmTj;Fu} rn]F. Æ (56)

It is the sin protected under the name of religion which probibits the human beings

positive path of development. She insists on the awareness of females. She struggles

for the freedom in society through elopement.  So, people denounce her as immoral

but it does not touch her fine and independent personality. She is confident on herself,

does not care the world what it says. It makes people of remour tired to themselves

and defeated by Bijuli. Here, Bijuli tries to spread the knowledge over female

mentality to respect them.  The female should have the courage to penetrate and

destroy the exploitating intention of patriarchy.

But the female character Para is blind protector of patriarchy. She is married with

the husband of forty five as the second wife at the age of eighteen eventhough prefers

remain honest to patriarchal rules and regulation. But after the discussion with Bijuli, we

find the seed of consciousness into her, she tried to repress it:

k/fn] 3/df lah'nLsf] gsr/f] efif0f pk/ uf}/ ug{ nflug\ . pgn] uLtf kN6fOg

efujt k9Lg\ t/ ;'g]sf] s'/fn] h/f] xfNbf] /x]5 . (56)
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Para tries to run away from the awareness but she can not control herself to think over

the ideas of Bijuli. Her condition shows the females are inferior because they are with

the lack of knowledge.Bijuli keeps the spark of self respectation there Para, a devoted

lady to the religion, culture, society reacts into the ambivalent condition. When she

enters to her house, she finds herself anxious for something which she does not know.

Now we can see the next marginalized female character Nauli in the sotry. She

smiles at Para but Para is stricken by her smile. Para questions herself where we can

see her ego feels insult and mysterious. She surprises upon the laugh of Nauli. Nauli

repeats it always Para gets mystery in her smile. Hence, female is going to blackmail

the next female which is happening in the society daily. Females are doing such

exploitation, suppression of their own sex unknowingly. One powerful takes the

advantage and exploitation of next female, if gets the chance Para tempts her:

“g xfF:5] of] df]/L < s] xfF:g dg nfUof xf]nf gsRr/LnfO{ < ;w}F To;} u/L xfF;]/

luHofP/ bu'5]{ . ” ===

“P gf}nL tF dnfO{ b]Vof] ls xf:5];\ lsg xF < ;fFrf] af]n\ d tFnfO{ oL b'O{6f 8an lbG5' . ”

(57)

Para shows her hope of two white coins if Nauli tells the mystery of her smile at Para.

Para represents the suppressor who is getting advantage of Nauli or poor. Females are

marginalized among the marginalized groups.The lower class, caste females are

double marginalized. The subaltern females who are always suppressed oppressed and

exploited represented by Nauli. Para, a victim takes advantage of   Nauli's poverty but

Nauli has defeated the socalled highclass male and female.

Devkota has justified the life of marginalized subaltern character Nauli by her

laugh at Para a socalled high class female. It is in apex when Para knows her

husbands physical relationship with Nauli where as the legally married wife Para is
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not even touched by her husband. Here, Para and her ego are defeated. But no one

cares the exploitation of Nauli physically and mentally. The next women Para vomits

her conventional resistive thought about the subaltern women.

The traditional concept of Para has posited herself into white, clean, high

position where as subaltern women are filthy. It is the reflection of traditional

thinking, discrimination among marginalized (females) too. But she needs the dirty,

servant women and to find her husband's mysterious life history. She takes the help of

next lady and understands his cunningness, exploitaiion of her by husband when

Basundhara clears her:

“l5, s:tf] kmf]xf]/L < o:tL ef]6]gL ;Fu<”

;flxnf afh]n] eg]sf  lyP, pgnfO{ ljjfx ugf{sf] h?/t lyof] . p a/fa/ kfp bfAg

hfGyL Pp6L 3/sL aHo} geO s;/L 3/ rnfpg' /] < gf}nLnfO{ dflnsgL agfP

5f]/f5f]/Ln] lrQ b'vfp5g\ / lgsfN5g\ /] ! o;}n] grflxP klg 3/ ;DxfNg lax] u¥of /] !

(58)

Males suppose marriage as a need to fulfil his passion and luxury.They donot

hesistate to suck the females from lower class but cannot give them respect. It

degrades their prestige. Now Para's eyes for knowledge and about male exploitation

are opened. She turns into the character having rage against the suppression,

oppression, exploitation and maltreatment of females by male. All the religious,

socio-cultural norms and values for her are evil, obstacle to the female welfare. We

find her quite changed when she answers her husband. Husband tries to prevent Para

from the contact with the knowledge of Bijuli which clears her strategy of male

keeping females beyond from the source of welfare knowledge. Now, she invades her

husbaqnd for his obscure ideology of keeping her beyond form knowledge. So, she

questions him.
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æa'em\of} lah'nL dlxnfd08ndf ghfg', dnfO{ lgsf] nfUb}g . of] lah'nL vf; a]Zof xf] .Æ

æxh'/sf] s] clwsf/ 5 < To:tf] lgz]w ug{] <Æ ===

æh?/ d Ps lgd]if klg a:g rfxGg Û Æ

æd ;+;f/ nfO{ hfx]/ ub{5'; g/fwd{ Û Æ (59-60)

The conventional character of Para treats her husband's orthodox by requestioning on

his prohibition loaded upon her. She is quite altered and asks her own status and

existence. Now she has become the example of such lady who is anxious to struggle

against patriarchal orthodox. She changes herself into an assertive and gallant

character as an instructor to the future generation of humanity.  She makes the

patriarchy represented by her husband bend on her feet but does not let the patriarchal

exploitation free. She punishes by leaving and revealing her husband's secret of

female exploitation. She asserts that she would teach the males their duty.

Awareness, revolution, consciousness entered into a lady can change the

society. It is made obvious by the conscious female characters into the story. The

females represent the role of conventional women at the beqinning of the story. They

stand as the example of tortured, exploited, suppressed, oppressed, females who are

subjugated by the male and females too in their own class and position. Their lives

represent the helish, pathetic lives of Nepalese society. But later by efforts of the

awared lady Bijuli, Para a conventional female changes into a modern female who

shows, motivates, encourages, raises confidence on other marginalized female that

females are the essentiality of the world, and females can live the free life with her

own independent identity and desire.
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Critical Reading of "Marsyangdi"

The story Marsyangdi reveals the pathetic life of a subaltern female from her

childhood to death. She lives the life of compulsion and grives by the patriarchal

socalled highclass suppressing civilization and culture. She represents the life of a

subaltern lady. She is the burning example of female exploitation directly who is sold,

who is bought, whose physical, mental labour is exploited. Whose prestige, freedom,

human desire and wills are killed by the patriarchal elite rules of society and its

human wolves. Both physical and abstract, her human parts are separated from each

other and are sold into the market of human carnivorous animals.

Marsyangdi, the protagonist’s life is kept in to the hell in the form of human

society. Elite class particularly males exploit her sexually. Her femaleneous is rubbed

by them and not only the male, the females help the male to sell and marginalize the

helpless female Marsyangdi. She is exploited by her own parents at first when they

separate her from innocent situation. It can be understood as:

æAffa'n] xKsfPem}+ eGof]] . cfdfn] ;DemfPem}+ u/L .  d:of{ËbLn] b'O{6f cfFvf e/L

u/]/ e"FO sf]6\ofO{ .Æ (83)

Her miserable days in life start formally when she was sold by her parents to an elite

class Brahmin family. As an animal, the innocent girl is sold but she can not avoid it.

She can not decide her life but her parents led by father does it. When she tries to

reject her selling by the tears on eye her, father does the acting of scolding her where

as mother lovingly persuades her. There the difference between mother and father is

obvious. Father is some how hard but mother is regrating upon her poverty which are

shown in her tears. The three female characters present at the beging of the story,

Marsyangdi, her mother and Byanchi. All of them are bearing the patriarchal tyranny

and sharing the possible part of the pain. Byanchi convinces Marsyangdi:
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ÆcfDd} lsg o:tf] eG5\of} alxgL < x]/ oqf] 3/df a:g kfOG5 kml/of lbG5 . eft

vfg lbG5 sfd hflgG5 . zx/ x]g{ kfOG5 . dflns v';fp k};f kfOG5 d 5b}5'

lg alxgL. ltd|f] lbbL h:tf] lsg ?G5f} <Æ (84)

Byanchi being sympathetic to the misfortune of Marsyangdi, endeavours to persuade

her by describing the city life of luxuary. She shows the hope of food, clothes, big

house, and enjoyments by roaming into the city, however she promises of her warm

company. Males have grasped the decision making position but females are in side of

society and life. Females are victim of misery when the daughter was sold mother was

striken than father. Father’s concentration is linked with the money where as mother

weeps for her daughter:

nldgL d:of{ª\bL d:of{ª\bL eg]/ ?b} 6fpsf] xNnfP/ 5f]/Lsf] d'vsf] ;f}Gbo{n]

emgemg s'lSsb} 5f]/LnfO{ cFufnf] xfnL cfdf 5f]/L /f]P . nfdfn] ?k}of ;f]xf]¥of] /

5fnfsf] y}nf]df xfn]/ d'v afwL k]6df k6'sfn] s;]/ /fVof] . (84)

The holy soul is sold and bought but the males canot understand the female pain of

separation between a sold daughter and mother. The both are passive figures, can do

nothing except bearing the pain under patriarchy and socalled high class suppression.

Devkota again summons fourth female character named Jhyaukiri. She is from

elite group, wife of Nanibabu who buys Marsyangdi from her parents. She is not the

lady of any attracrion. She is ugly, black in colour, unhealthy having the problem of

cough according to her husband Nanibabu in his male-centric cultural eyes. Nanibabu

is attracted by Marsyangdi’s innocent fair beauty but disattracted from his own wife

because he does not find any attractive things to exploit it into Jhyaukiri. But

Marsyangdi has many attractive things to exploit. He becomes anxious to get them.

Hence, Nanibabu represents patriarchal evils. His wife Jhyaukiri tries to double

discriminate the innocent Marsyangdi. However she thanks Marsyangdi but just for
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her fine honest domestic works. The fairness, honesty, innocence, obedience are

reflected by Marsyangdi when Nanibabu asks her to massage his legs. Instead of

avoiding the over load of labour, she questions on the rule if allows to touch a

Brahmin by a Tamang girl;

Æ d:of{ªbLsf] cuf8L s:tL as'Nnfsf] cuf8L sfu h:tL b]lvG5] . d dfq 7luP

hLjgdf < Æ ===

Æ Affx'g afh]sf] v'§f ldRg x'Gg < Æ

d:of{ªbLn] egL, Æ s]fgL xGhflu < Æ (87-88)

She questions and answers herself about the cultural rules to touch the feet of a

Brahmin male by a Tamang girl. Instead of the Nanibabu, Marsyangdi fears the

possible sin by touching the Brahmin's feet which proves her honesty, her innocence,

her devotion to duty and religion. But there is a Brahmin male who always seeks the

way to exploit her and take advantage from her. However, it brings her near to him in

some way but becomes undigestible to the next elite class female Jhyaukiri. From

Marsyangdi’s activities Jhyaukiri gueses her relationship with her husband:

d:of{ª\bL afh]sf] d'v x]/]/ d':lsPsf], dl:sPsf], cln x]k] em} u/]sf], cfvfF t/]sf],

afh]n] cln cWof/f] d'v nufPsf] OTofbL nIf0fx?n] tl{{;{PsL em\ofFpls/L

d:of{ª\bL nfO ‘a]lrlbp’ eGg] lhbL kl08thL ;Fu ug{ nflug . (89)

Marsyangdi’s happiness, her smile, her nearness with Nanibabu, fear on his face

frighten Jhyaukiri. She becomes next evil in the life of Marsyangdi because she

compels her husband to sell Marsyangdi. She cries for help in her father’s home

where her brother finds out another person named Dhawal Singha Khadka to take

Marsyangdi away from there. Next female character mother-in-law of Nanibabu or

mother of Jhyaukiri plays major role to resell Marsyangdi in force of money. Gently

scolding her son-in-law, Jhyaukiri’s mother persuades him to sell the girl:
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Æca d tf a]lrlbg] x'F Ps sfg b'O sfg d}bfg . 5fp/f :ofx\fg{] dfG5] klg

kfOPsf] 5 . of] sfnf] 6Lsf nfpg' x'b}g .  P]n] sfG5fn] wjnl;ª v8\sf lnP/

cfpF5 . xh'/ aflx/ hfg kfOalS;Gg . ;xL xfNg'k5{ td;'s tof/ 5 .  ca

cfOFgfOF , ef]lnkl;{ cGsfpg] a]nf 5}g . Æ (89)

Socalled lower class, poor female is counted inferior to the worthless prestige of elite

class eventhough the beast like exploitation was done by the man. But the bitter black

fruit is imposed upon only the helpless lady Marsyandgi. Sin is done by Nanibabu but

punishment is pilled upon Marsyangdi and such suppression is managed by Jhyaukiri

and her mother who are elite class females. They do it for their useless prestige. The

both rich females push the life of next helpless female into more sever hell beyond the

realization of her pain. Marsyangdi does nothing about her selling. Her presentation

for the aristocrat is black sport of prestige.

Devkota forwards with the illustration of the pathetic events happened in her

life, she is again helped to step to the pain. When her demond hearted woner sends her

with next female, the sister of Dhawal singha to the unknown place or future. She was

brought by Dhawal Singha just for money. Marsyangdi bears the predicament when

knows her doomed future:

d:of{ªbLn] klxn] ;f]wL vf]¥ofO{ . kl5 /f]O{ . “tj g]kfndf a]OdfgL l;jfo x'Fbf]

/x]g5 . d]/f] v'§f k/]/ slt /fof] Tof] afx'g< slt l9sf v;fNof] <” ca

d:ofªbLn] cfFz' k'5L . (90)

Innocent Tamang girl Marsyangdi evaluates the lives of Kathmandu is the habitation

of betrayers. Now she knows it and she regrets for her mercy upon the betrayer

Brahmin who deceives her. Now she removes the tears. She knows her faith was

changed into misery. Devkota as the male writer looks the welfare of female by a

male character, not the female one which he again repeats in the story “Marsyangdi”
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with the presentation of Sete. He helps Marsyangdi heartly without any selfishness.

She throws hatred towards other betrayers to him as a misanthropist does.

Marsyandi blames all the males as betrayer, deceiver, ruthless, heartless, cunning and

cowardice who can commit crime but have no courage to accept it. Devkota here

seems biased to females because through the mouth of Sete he absolves male's blame

when Sete accuses:

“a]Odfg hft . tF em'¶f] h'F3f . tF abdfz tF 5ftL gePsf].”…

“ltdL ;f]´L 5f} d:of{ª\bL . of] em\ofpls/L aHo}sf] k]r xf].” (91-92)

All the accusations are burdened upon the head of female Jhaukiri Nanibabu who can

not accept Marsyangdi after sucking satisfication from her. Only for his prestige, he

ditches her. Devkota tries to protect him from Marsyangdi's hatred. However it is

controversy in the physical depiction of Marsyangdi and Nanibau. Marsyangdi is

more powerful physically than Nanibabu. Devkota privileges the mongol female as

nymph (pari). It is expressd through the monologue of Nanibabu. Here, he highlights

the subaltern female who always used to be marginalized. But Marsyangdi is followed

by her misfortune. She is given the cool, filthy place tortured by insects. She has to

busy upto midnight. Crying, bewailing, weeping are her daily act and penance to the

life without sin.

The straight forward, fraudless lady Marsyangdi believes Sete. He helps her.

He does not exploit as the remained world did with her. As a mother, she does her

best to rare her son. She being a poor mother, her son's pain tortures her the most and

she starts to struggle with the world but no one understands her pain except Sete.

Mausyangdi is a devoted mother. She becomes ready to do each and every

thing for her son. However she is illiterate but gets vast experiences of the enemy

world. She turns herself conscious about the suppression, oppression of devil world
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and is anxious of her freedom but she knows it is impossible of her emancipation

form the Kathmandu hell. She was passionate for the rescue of her son. It is reflected

in the answer to her son when her son asks her about the right and availability of

delicious foods. The honest Tamang girl never thinks to betray her owner even at

the condition she could ran away from there. But she wants the legal

emancipation. She knows the necessity of freedom but how to do it, is unknown

which show the steadiness, innocence of the subaltern. So, she answers her son to

his queston about the ideas of freedom:

. “xfdL lsg]sf] afwfF afa' . 7'nf] ePk5L sdfO{ u/]kl5 vfnf; . ”…

“cfdf xfdL s;/L km'S5 < ”

“;]t] bfOnfO{ ;f]w af . d hfGb}g . ” (94-95)

She is not weak, physically powerful than male. Her physical capacity inverses the

patriarchal concept of male strength but mentally she is very loyal to her ruthless

owner. She does not think to run from there but is motivated by revolutionary feelings

to free the life of her son. They inspire her and she requests with Sete. She bewails

with Sete for the freedom of Bacchu. Now she is mobilized, inspired, conscious, and

revolutionary but her loyality does not let her to deceit the fraud world. She begs with

Sete for her son's happiness.

For her son's freedom; she is ready to do any type of sacrifices of herself. She

knows the future generation represented by her son must not be bound as slave. The

animalistic human trade, suppression, oppression and exploitation should be totally

banned, prohibited and eliminated. But her loyality innocence, honesty changes into a

thief after Sete gets arrested, and repetition of her son's illness. Now she is compelled

to open her struggle against poverty, suppression and starvation. She begins to steal

for her motherhood or son's health treatment. As a mother she sacrifices her
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everything, devotes her honesty to her son. We find her beauty changed into pale,

skinny structure. She has so many burdens however she is mother so always her soul

cries for her son:

Æ d]/f] 5f]/f d]/f] 5f]/f .= Æ===

?lkof+ ?lkof+ ?lkof+ d:of{ËbLnfO s;}n] d/]/ sfd u/] klg sfgfsf}8L lbb}gYof] .

d:of{ËbLn] ;DemL ls df;' vfg kfPkf] df;' knfP/ cfp+5 . ta au/]sf] k;nlt/

uP/ pleg nfuL .

au/] ev{/sf] l76f] lyof] .

Æ df;' vfG5of} d:ofËbL < Æ

p;n] eGof]

d:ofËbL xf+;L

au/]n] p;sf] kx]nf] r]x/fdf df]xgL b]Vof] 7Ýf ug{ nfUof] .

d:ofËbLn] cfkmgf] cfTdf a]rL klxn] xKsfP/ wkfPsf u'"G8fx?nfO{  x]/]/ xfl;lbO{ .

ca clnslt ;f}Gbo{ kx]nLPsf] kft em}+ afFsL lyof] t/ aRr' lh+u|Lb} uof]; p;sf]

cfTdf ?b}, p;sf] zl// ;]tf] x'b} cfof] . (98)

Marsyangdi is everywhere exploited by the people wherever she goes. No one would

give her money for her hard labour. The butcher who is young sees physical attraction

to suck. Likewise she sells her soul to the people whom she used to scold for their

sensual raging. But now she attracts them. They do not leave even her yellow and

skiny body. She does it for Bachchu but Bachchu’s illness is rooted on Sete’s

disappearance, so his interest is only Sete nothing other. When Sete is released from

Jail; Marsyangdi is defeated by humilation of selling her soul however her soul is pure

without fault. But she is so innocent that she thinks her compulsion of selling soul as a

sin. And she can not dare to look at Sete’s eyes with her sinful eyes. Sete becomes

amazed from her act. He does not know her hesistation to look at him. At that
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moment, her son vomits blood and leaves the world, gets freedom forever.

Immediately, she also gets relief from the life of burden.

The life of subaltern represented by Marsyangdi is better example of subaltern

women who are always forgotten but Devkota gives the space to them. Marsyangdi

indures the pathetic life of these subaltern females who are pushed to live the lives of

pain. They are dying day per day to live. They are maltreated by socalled high class

and caste people but no real voices of them are raised. But in the story “Marsyandgi”,

Devkota explores the real life to subaltern. He shows how much pain and pangs the

subltern females bear in real lives. He has placed the subaltern suffereings and voices

in the postioion of protagonist. The protagonist is suppressed, subjugated, broken,

raped, sold and bought represtnative subaltern female charcter Marsyngdi.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Devkota reflecting the predicaments of women in Nepalese society glorifies the

human revolutionary attitudes against prevailing domination and subordination. Time

itself brings development in society with the new consciousness but the agents for it

are the conscious human beings necessary to alter the traditional blind concept of

society. Women are victims of the patriarchal socio-cultural norms and values. Nepali

society is also the current burning example of it.

The selected four stories from Laxmi Katha Sangrah are inclusive ones of the

subaltern groups. The female characters are from different castes and classes of

society. Devkota argues and raises the issues of biased social structure, gender

discrimination and suppression of the people through the voice of these characters.

The female characters Shishili, Bijuli, Para are conscious about the

independent existance and justified identity. They sacrifice their available security by

family to search themselves with liberal desire and decision. They tear the veil of fear

on prestige in society; raise their hands to grasp the world's potentialities of equality,

freedom and sister hood. The suboltern female Marsyangdi tries to emancipate her

son from the hell of slavery. Most of the female characters are striving to change the

conservative way of thinking of the society.

Patriarchy leaves no space for the women to practise the freedom in their lives.

In every step of life they are excluded; they are bound within the rules and regulation

of patriarchal system. Somewhere they are limited by the high and low class

conventions. Sometimes they are bound by social status and division of labour. And

sometimes they are restricted by the gender rules. Anyhow they are victim of elite and

patriarchal conceptions. The females are rejected as human beings. Culturally,
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socially, psychologically, economically and religiously they are made inferior. But the

same patriarchy has empowered males to dominate the females. Nepalese women in

men-centric social system are also enduring same situation. They are crying, flittering

and agitating with the pains and suffering by patriarchy. The heart of Devkota was

shaken by the female precarious conditions which are reflected in the stories. He

illustrates their miserable heart breaking situation and their endeavourance to get rid

of it. He saw the necessity to aware against the male-oriented strick norms and values.

There are some female characters in the stories representing the stereotypical

role. For example Shishili’s maternal aunt, her mother-in-law, sister-in-law, even the

attitude of Para at the beginning of the story "Vyaktitwa", Jhyaukiri, her mother

Marsyamgdi and Marsyandi's mother in the story "Marsyangdi" play the typical role

with conventional norms and values for female backwardness.  They have space in

patriarcy as they are the victim but seem anxious to impose patriarchal biased and

dominating ideology upon other. There are other characters like Nauli in ‘Vyaktitwa’,

the protagonist Marsyangdi in "Marsyangdi" are the supperesed, oppressed, exploited

females from socalled lower class.They are bearing the conventional tortures, pain in

life. But Devkota gives enough places to the predicament of those subaltern females.

Stories seem influenced by the ideas of Mark, Satre and Freud. Devkota’s

charaters are driven to the feministic thought and to the welfare of females. Except

some women, most of them even within the typical roles are significant to the

feministic aim and uprisement of females. Those typical, conventional, traditional

roles of the female characters are defeated by the modern feministic approach of

freedom and equality with the attitude of female protagonists. The victory of females

seemed somehow exceptional to the life of Marsyangdi but she also gets awareness to
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the emancipation from elite patriarchal rules and at last gets relief forever by the

death.

The stories and activities of the females show the female themselves must be

conscious to their rights. They themselves have to struggle for the equality and

freedom. First, they have to understand the hegemony and discard it. Females are the

agents to rescue good from bad. They have to taught and instruct the society in the

view of Devkota. For it they themselves should be active and revolt against

traditionalist to teach the society right knowledge.

We are blind folded; our knowledge is blocked by the biased knowledge

created in patriarchy. As Foucault’s ideas on power, our consciousness, sense is

hypnotized by the constructed male centric truth. And female because of lack of

knowledge and being honest or fearful does not penetrate to its root and find its real

intention. Women are not weak, dependent, passive, but patriarchy has made them by

the hegemonied male-centred knowledge. When females know themselves, they can

live betterly what is shown by Para, Bijuli, and Shishili. They depart from their house

to establish their own lifestyle. Before they understand themselves and start self-

respectation, they were confined within the boundary drawn by patriarchy. They used

to be afraid of social security, prestige, but later they turn powerful to defeat the

boundary. Their consciousness about their social, historical, economic, cultural status

is one of the aims of socio-political movement 'feminism'.

Feministic view is able to excavate the real position of women, their pain,

problem, longs, are silenced from centuries with the representation of their voice by

male. Feministic approach encourages females to overcome of their grieves and think

about themselves. I made an attempt in this study to examine the place, image given

to the female characters in the stories.
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Female characters have occupied the central position of the stories. The events

happening with all the characters concern to the life of the females. The society and

the status of women in it are reflected by the stories with a realistic manner. However

stories are rooted in first person point of view but concentration is toward the females.

In opposite of it society always marginalizes the women; the rituals of exclusion to

the females are lingered from the past. Devkota centralizes the issue of exclusion. He

motivates females to think over the historical strategies of males where stepwise

females are made victim of inferiority.

To come to the end, the stories compiled in Laxmi Katha Sangrah have

centralized the problems of females. The female characters represent the modern

revolutionary perspectives among females. They, being aware, awaken against the

hegemonized and also orthodoxical knowledge of patriarchal society imposed upon

them revolt and defeat the frightening ghost of patriarchal order. The females are

mobilized to the direction according to the ideology and desires of patriarchy. It is

made obvious in the stories.  At the end of stories, they become aware, avoid, and

disobey the so called prestigious, civilized, patriarchal norms and values. The females

at last have reversed the silence of acceptance what the patriarchy used to pile upon

their heads. They cross the boundary to find an independent identity, personality and

existence. They set out to seek the life style of their own. And through the writings

Devkota has enlarged the position and possibility of female from all class, caste and

culture.
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